IF A DRY BAG DOESN'T STAY DRY
CAN IT REALLY BE CALLED A DRY BAG?
Proven by years of rigorous
daily use by professional river
runners, Man of Rubber Dry
Bags stay dry. Our bags open
and close with an exclusive
waterproof industrial grade zip
lock closure. Featuring
Hypalon coated fabric, not
PVC, our bags are lighter,
more durable, abrasion and
UV resistant and outlast other
bags by more than 2 to 1. All
that and a stylish look too!
The 1st Mate Zip-Dry BagTM
(pictured) is our duffle style
bag. This design has proven
extremely popular and is
offered in 6 different sizes.
Carry handles are standard on
all sizes with optional shoulder
straps for sizes Medium through
XXLarge.

Contact Man of Rubber,
Inc, for all of your outdoor
recreation equipment. We
carry a full range of
equipment, accessories and
spare parts for all of your
equipment needs. Write or call
today for our FREE catalog. We
welcome your interest and will
be more than happy to answer
any product questions.

M a n of Rubber, I ~ c : ~

a
The 2nd Mate Zip-Dry BagTM
(not pictured) is manufactured
with the same unique
specifications as the 1st Mate, .
but is of the traditional grocery
bag design.
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Two-Gallon River
It seems that every year a new river assumes the reputation of providing the
"cutting-edge" for hairboaters. This year it's North Carolina's Green River.
by Forrest Callaway and Chris Koll

Overflow!
The author intended to take snapshots--but what he came away with was a
picture of the dangers and delights of Class V water.
by Dudley Bass

Boat Wars
How accurate are the stereotypes of different styles of whitewater boaters?
by Peter Cogan

You've Got a Friend
Sure, everyone welcomes the end of the Cold War...but do you really want to
get into a raft with five Russians?
by Joe Greiner

Conserve

Whitewater's "Top 40" Issues of the year...Additional money allocated for
Gauley River land procurement...Klamath River bill passes subcommittee

AWA Briefs
AWA recipient of $40,000 grant...Outdoor Industry conservation Alliance
assists grass-roots conservation groups...How to apply for money

Safety
Guidebooks are no substitute for scouting...Deaths in Colorado, Idaho

End Notes
A modern-day kayaking myth: Jesse Lives!
by Gary Carlson

Front cover: Dave Gunther tumbled in rapid on river north of Quebec City.
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Tom DeCuir, 1st Place, Ocoee Rodeo

BILL BURGER

Response's advanced design features give you more control plus more
stability. This kayak will go as far as you can take it! Like 1st and 2nd place
in men's and 1st in women 's at the 1990 Ocoee Rodeo! 1st and 2nd overall
at the New River Rodeo in Virginia. Top finishing
playboat at Montana's Big Fork Festival.
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P.O. Box 1500, Harriman, TN 37748 6151882-0404

Don't be
I've been sweating over this
damn word processor the better part of
three weeks now, kicking out this damn
Gauley Festival issue. he blasted thing
too damn thick to read--1 figure most
folks will take one look at this issue and
promptly employ it to even out the short
leg of a coffee table.
Most paddlers freak at the sight
of any publicationthickerthan a comk book--unless maybe it has a fold-out. I know
I do.
It's just that the AWA is getting so damn serious these days. Membership
has grown over 10O0/0 over the past four years, we have a professional executive
director, our river protection programs are receivingsubstantial monetary grants, our
volunteer staff now spans the country and we're effecting positive results in our
efforts to save valuable whitewater resources.
Hell, American Whitewater is even being sold overthe counter at outdoor
retailers all over the country. Just like a real magazine.
This is all much tie much for me to handle.
After I get this issue in the can, I'm heading for West Virginia. It's Gauley
Season.
Granted, once I'm down in Summersville, the other AWA directors will
connive to make me help out at the Gauley Festival. But they know from experience
not to assign me any task that can't be performed with a beer in hand.
After all this work--1intend to have some serious fun. And I'm inviting all the
paddlers to join me in being silly for an evening.

lncidently, if some of you do manage to actually read this issue, you'll notice
I've included several articles concerning cutting-edge whitewater.
I would be remiss if I didn't note that these articles are for the vicarious
enjoyment of most of our membership. Don't fool yourself--probably less than 10%
of the whitewater community possess legitimate class V skills. Be honest in
assessing your ability before challenging rivers described in this issue.
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The American Whitewater Affiliation (AWA) is a national organization with a membership of over
1300 whitewater boating enthusiasts and more than 50 local canoe club affiliates. The AWA was
organized in 1961 to protect and enhance the recreational enjoyment of whitewater sports in
America.
EDUCATION: Through publication of a bi-monthly journal, the AWA provides information and
education about whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and equipment.
CONSERVATION: AWA maintains a national inventory of whitewater rivers, monitors potential
threats to whitewater river resources through its "River Watch" system, publishes information on
river conservation. works with governmentagencies to protect and preserve free-flowing whitewater rivers, and provides technical advice to local groups regarding river management and river conservation. AWA also gives annual awards to individuals to recognize exceptionalcontributions to
river conservation and an annual "hydromania" award to recognize the proposed hydroelectric
power project which woudl be most destructive of whitewater.
EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting events, contests and festivals to raise funds for river conservation. Since 1986, AWA has been the principal sponsor of the annual Gauley River Festival in
Summersville, West Virginia, the largest gathering of whitewater boaters in the nation, other than
at international racing events.
SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling safety, publishes reports on whitewater accidents, and
maintains both a uniform national ranking system for whitewater rivers (the International Scale of
Whitewater Difficulty) and the internationally recognized AWA Safety Code.
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES: AWA was incorporated under Missouri non-profitcorporation laws in 1961 and maintains its principal mailing address at PO Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464.
AWA has been granted tax exemptstatusby the lnternal Revenue Serviceunder section501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The charter includes the followingpurposes: encourage the
exploration, enjoyment, and preservation of American recreational waterways or man-powered
craft; protect the wilderness character of waterways through conservationof water, forests, parks,
wildlife, and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness
cruising and of white-water sports.
PROFESSIONALSTAFF: Except for membership services and the Executive Director position,
all AWA operations, including publication of the bi-monthly magazine, are handled by volunteers.
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IT'S A RAPID
EDUCATION!
Canada's first and finest adult whitewater xhod offers individual instruction
from beginner to expert levels in both
whitewater kayakiig and open canoeh g - leading to diplomas recognized
world-wide.
Located on the Madawaska River, near
Algonquin Park, MKC provides all equipnent and transportation during the
:ourse, as well as the creature comforts
~f a vacation resort, including delicious
neds served up with old-world
mspitality

4nd better yet, our rivers are clean,
warm and uncrowded. Guaranteed daily
water releases from Ontario Hydro
.nake the Modawaska a whitewater
paradise.
Directors Claudia and Dirk would like to
wdcome you to pin us.
For your free brochure, write:

Box 635, Barry's Bay, Ont KOJ 1BO
or call

Summer (613) 756-3620
Winter (416) 447-8845

NEW WAVE KAYAK PRODUCTS
A SPONSOR OF THE 1990 GAULEY FESTIVAL
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THE SOURCE FOR:

CUSTOM BUILT BOATS
SQUIRT BOATS
a RACE BOATS
CRUISING BOATS
VACUUM BAGGED BOATS

a

CUSTOM GRAPHICS
a LIFE TIME SEAMS
QUALITY DESIGNS
a QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
HIGH TECH MATERIALS

DISCOUNT ON BOATS & ACCESSORIES
ORDERED AT THE FESTWAL
FREE CATALOG

New Wave Kayak Products
2535 Roundtop Road
Middletown Pa. 17057
Phone (717)944-6320

FREE CATALOG

DRAGONFLY
"WHITE WATER SPORT KAYAK"
The DRAGONFLY is a stylish low profile white water play boat. The precise handling and control make it the
choice of rodeo competitors, while the unparalleled stability, forgiving nature and large cockpit make the
Dragonfly a kayaking school favorite. The crisp lines of the Dragonfly encourage sharp eddy turns, effortless
surfing and contest winning enders.
The Dragonfly will handle 180 to 190 lbs. of boater with the same style and dexterity experienced by smaller
kayakers. When conttrol and performance count, the Dragonfly is your ticket to excitement!
Standard on the Dragonfly are laminated Hydrafoam pillars for greater compression resistance and patented
easy-1ockHydrafootbraces. A new rotomolded seat adds to the comfort of the roomy Dragonfly cockpit. Minicell walls are available as an option.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Design by Tom Derrer
Cockpit..................................................
2 by 16" Length Overall .............................................
11'10"
Hull Weight ..................................................
33 lbs. *Waterhe Length.............................................
10'
Volume ..................................................
5 gallons *Waterline Beam..-....-...-.-.......-...-....-.....-Colors..........................Red, Yellow, Blue, Orange
and, Light Blue

HYDRA TUF-LITE
5061 South National Dr.

Fork's of the River Industrial Pk.
Knoxville, TN 37914
TOLL FREE (800) 537-8888 In TN (615) 522-9902
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Dear AWA,

I have distressing news; I have
been transferred to whitewater Hell,
Tampa, Florida. My only contact with the
real world is through my paddling buddy
Norman who keeps me abreast of current happenings and exciting adventures.
I've found myself staring at Fun Forever
and issues of AWA for hours at a time. I
have gone as far as to squirt in a small
pond, however the murky black water
that swallowed my paddle with each stroke
was home to large reptiles that are definitely not indigenousto the Southeastern
rivers that I'm used to. I ended up in the
deep end of our pool making sure my
bow screw was still intact.
It's been 37 days since I have
been on waterthat moves on its own and
is not treated with chlorine (I'm not positive, the Ocoee may have that in it too,
but I would sure love to be there now!)
Please renew my membership
for another year, it helps me with my
withdrawals. I would like to share this
with yourreaders. Oneshould thinktwice
when another offers an irresistible business opportunity. Money can't buy the
beauty and thrill of whitewater. I would
also like to say hello to my orphaned
ProJets and 'Meanie resting too peacefully in Georgia.
Whitewaterlessly yours,
Frank W. Lawson
(editor's response: Gosh, here's more
bad news for you, Frank: our Southeastern correspondent Woody Callaway informs me that after 90 days residence in
Florida, an individual is officially designated a "Flathead" and must first appb
for a visa before re-entering the Appalachians. For God's sake, man, get back to
the real world before you end up a golfer.)

Dear Chris,

I was reading through your May/
June issue and the "recycle this magazine" letter caught my eye. Over the past

:ouple of years we've re-evaluated our
3aper usage throughout our companies.
=ram the paper we use in our copy
machines, to stationary, to workbooks,
:o hang-tags, to brochures, to our cataogs--the question being, can we print on
recycled stock and still maintain the quality
that we desire and have become known
lor?
Well, the answer is no; we can't
maintain the same print quality that is
obtainable on virgin paper stock. Nevertheless, we've chosen to make the move
to recycled stock in all these cases and
more.Ourfirstcatalogs on recycledstock
will be coming out this Fall. They won't be
the same glossy catalogs that we're known
for. The color and clarity will probably
suffer a little, but after seeing the actual
resources saved by going this route it
really wasn't a decision at all. In one year
we'll save 3,500,000 kilowatt hours of
energy, 6,000,000 gallons of water, and
14,500 trees. By choosing recycled over
virgin paper, we also keep 1,560 cubic
yards of solid waste out of landfills and
52,000 pounds of polluting effluent out of
the air. Granted, converting the printing
of American Whitewater over to recycled
stock might not reap the same volume of
resource savings, but every little bit helps.
If you folks would like to contact
us for leads on suppliers and vendors
who've helped us out in this effort, let us
know. It's been an education and it continues to be one--we'd be happy to share
what we've learned.

If You Think
Canoeing is All Muscle,
You Aren't Paddling a
Whitesell.

Whitewater canoeing is 10% strength &
90% technique. The Whitesell Piranha is
designed to help you make the most of
your ability. We size the boat to you, then
fit you with the right setup from among
hundreds of possibilities.
Your choice of three Royalex layups
(Lite, tougher & toughest) gives you the
lightest and longest-lasting boat in the
industry. The 14'3' Piranha turns faster,
rolls easier and stays dryer than any of
the 'new' 13's.
See for yourself. Call (404) 325-5330 for
our free video.
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23624 Dresden Dr. Atlanta. GA 30341

If you haven't tried a Whitesell lately,
you're missing the boat.

CANOES FOR
VIRGINIA
WHITEWATER
RECREATION
CRUISING
SOLO SPORT

SEA KAYAKS
SQUIRT KAYAKS
PLAY KAYAKS

Sincerely,
Yvon Chouinard
Patagonia, Inc.

(editor's response: Our readers have
issued a mandate: use recycled paper.
This is the second issue to be printed or;
more environmentally sensible material-as is all AWA stationary and miscellanious paper supplies. I don't think our
readers will notice any drop-off in quality
-American Whitewater is only semi-pro.
fessional, anyway. But the one thing ,
just hate about recycledpaper is the wa}
is attracts more typographical errors,
misspellings and poor grammer in gen.
eral. I know our readers will now be morc
tolerant of these miscues knowing the)
are serving the purpose of conserva.
iion.)
I

Old Town White Mad River
Dagger Blue Hole Curtis
Mohawk Sawyer Perception
Prijon New Wave Noah
Aquaterra Valley Canoe Products
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Call for a Price on a
KayaA Sh;Ppedto You
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BOB TAYLOR'S
APPOMATTOX RIVER CO.,
INC.
610 N. Main St. Farmville, VA 23901
806392-6845

Dear Chris,
To most Eastern paddlers, the
thought of a trip to Oregon is almost as
remote as one to China or Chile. The one
big differencebeing, however, that with a
good set of wheels; afew high-limit credit
cards; two weeks vacation and a friendly
native guide to welcome and assist us,
we can envision the possibility, "Some
day." So, we keep on dreaming. If the
rest of Oregon and the Northwest has it
Thom Powell's way, though, we might as
well stop dreaming because the Northwest would be off limits to anyone not
willing to make a lifelong committment to
preserving the rivers of that area.
I would like to thank Thom for
being so involved in the preservation of
the rivers of the Northwest. People who
live in a particular area are and should be
the "first line of defense" for preservation
of their particular rivers. As with any
cause, there will always be those heros
like Thom on the front line, backed up by
an army of like-minded support people. I
reconsiders his revoking Jim and Gracie
Goddard's invitation and instead welcome
visitors to his domain. Because as my
Daddy taught me (as as most Daddies
have taught their kids), "You can catch a
whole lot more flies with honey than you
can with vinegar."
When I initially picked up my
MarchIAprilissue of American Whitewater, I was pleased to see an article by Jim
and Gracie about some rivers in the
Northwest. (More material for my "some
day" dream) Although AWA is a national
organization and the Journal unquestionably the best forum available to inform fellow paddlers of the delights and
plights of rivers all over the country, the
amount of information we get on rivers
west of the Continental Divide is sparse
and more often than not written by an
Easterner or transplanted Easterner.
I don't propose to make the gap
between the East and the West any
greater. On the contrary, I would like to
see preservation efforts in all parts of the
country meld into one mutually beneficial
union. Although I don't pretend to understand the intricate workings that go on in
Washington, D.C., I am aware that there
is a great deal more "horse-trading" going
on there now than there ever was when
the manure was mostly on the streets.

Call us for a free cataloaWe pmide convenient mail order
Birkenstock sales, repairs and resoling.

1-800-451-1459

The painless way to lasting comfort
703 NW 11th Corvallis, OR 97330

OPEN

GUIDE
DISCOUNTS!

SPORTS & WEAR

PATAGONIA
MAD RIVER CANOE
BODY GLOVE
THE NORTH FACE
j-~

COLUMBIA
VUARNET

PERCEPTION
STOHLQUIST
SIDEWINDER
EXTRASPORT
NEW BALANCE
CANNONDALE

TEVA
OAKLEY
SEDA
WOOLRICH
SPECIALIZED
TEKNA

AREA TRAIL MAPS
MOUNTAIN BIKE RENTALS
Located directly across from the Leh$h River
34 Susquehanna St. (RE 209)' Jim Thorpe, PA (71 7)325-4421

There Has To Be A Reason Why In Just Two Years
Mohawk's XL Series of Whitewater Playboats
Has Become America's Most Popular.
Try One and Find Out.

MOHAWK XL SERIES
A shorter playboat - really quick turns.. . stable.. . dry
fun in low water rapids.. . use in Grade 11, Ill, and IV
Whitewater.

More paddling, less swimming. MOHAWK'S Whitewater
Playboats are very stable and very dry. Our Playboats are easy
to paddle and quick to accelerate. The round bilges which
blend into flared sides, forward and aft, result in a canoe that
turns on a dime, is stable-surfing and easy to roll. The
MOHAWK family of XL Playboats is the right choice for a
veteran expert daring to challenge Grade V Whitewater, or a
novice learning to paddle Grade II Whitewater! We invite your
comparison with any other such canoe. Paddle a MOHAWKXL,
look it over, then make your purchase decision. If you can't try
an XL, talk to someone who owns one or has paddled it.

Our most popular playboat.. .the more you paddle
it the better you like it.. . paddlers thru 250 pounds
are paddling whitewater thru Grade V.. . really
stable.. .very, very dry.. . easy handling.
A short combination tandem and solo playboat.. .
fun in rapids, and easy to paddle between rapids.. .
more room.. . Whitewater thru Grade V.
The tandem playboat. . . Whitewater thru Grade V. . .
Stable, dry, and maneuverable.. . A whitewater
tripping canoe.. . good volume.. .

Durable Royalex hulls, Plastic decks, PVC gunnels with
aluminum reinforcement, Aluminum thwarts. Also available all wood trim including beautiful wood inlaid decks, white ash
gunwales with drain slots.

Specs.

Length

XL12
XL13
XL14
XL15

12'3"
13'3"
14'3"
15'4"

Beam

32
32%"
32'/zW
35
'Add freight to

Depth

Beam4WL Weight

29
54#
15"
15%" 29%"
56#
15'/zn 3 0
60#
65#
15%" 3 2
pricelsubject to change

Price'
$675
$675
$700
$725

TWO NEW WHITEWATER SOLO BOATS
1. FRANKIE HUBBARD'S 'EDGE' NOW AVAILABLE IN ROYALEX
Length
14'4"

Beam
28"

Beam 4" WL
26-314"

Approx. Wt.

Depth
15"

53#

2. XL-11 THE LATEST BOAT IN THE 'XL' SERIES
Quick, responsive, dry. . . will handle paddlers thru 200 pounds

Length
11'4"

Beam
29' '

Beam 4" WL
28-518"

Abrbawk Grma
4

963 N. HWY. 427, LONGWOOD, FL 32750, (407) 834-3233

Approx. Wt.

Depth
15"

50#

Western Canoeins
Box 115, AlMsfmd, B.C., Canada Y2S 4N8

~ ~ 1~ 2~ , 1XL15
3 , also available at:

Rlrone (604) 853-9320

SharpenyourRverLeader Skills

We think you'll & - e ethat if you're
looking to sharpen your skills, NOC
is the place to come.

0 1989 NOC

NantahaaOutdoorCenter
US 19W Box 41 Bryson City, NC 28713 (704) 488-2175
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PO BOX 4 6 1 7 , 1 8 0 0 COMMERCE ST
BOULDER, COLORADO 80306

"4%

(303) 444-2336
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Sincerely,
Carl J. Erb
Monroeville, PA

CUSTOM WOOD PADDLES
Squirt Scicks
S.O. T e r r i k s
Canoe Paddles
4
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NEW WAVE K A Y A K S

LAZER K A Y A K S

RAPIDSTYLE

BERMUDES DRY SUITS

w i l d N e w Colors f o r River Wear

24- hr. S e a l Repair S e r v i c e

EXTRASPORT

PERCEPTION - OKESPOR

L i f e J a c k e t s 6 Polypro

Spray S k i r r s , P i l e 6 Footwear

1692 Second Street Pike
Richboro. PA 18954

If the national paddling community is kept abreast of situations in all
parts of the country and informed by
those in the "the first lines of defense"
whom to write to--letter writing can be a
very effective tool. The old "you scratch
my back and I'll scratch yours" policy is
no more alive anywhere in the world than
in D.C. abd as we know, most whitewater
issues, although limited by geographical
definition, are national by nature.
I would suggest that rather that
making any particular part of our country
off limits to others, that we take our lead
from paddlers from Japan and France
who, rather than saying "stay out of our
country", have written to AWA to solicit
help in preserving some of their precious
whitewater runs. (See MayNune 1990-"Leave La Loire Alone"; also NovIDec
1989--"Boaters Defend Last Japanese
Whitewater")
Before labeling everyone who
everdreamed about a "some-day" whitewater paddling vacation in Oregon as
"hedonistic whitewater fun-hounds" that
"just wanna boat", consider the fact that
the next visitor might like it there; move
there; and turn out to be the next Pope
Barrow, Mac Thornton or Peter Skinner
(Sorry activists, I couldn't name you all).
At the very least, there welcome visitors
from other parts of the country would be
much more apt to write a letter when
asked to do so than unwelcomed ones
would.
Even though we can't and won't
all be leaders, there is strength in numbers.

(215) 598-3669

Dear Chris,
The following is in response to
the article on river access by Ric Alesch
in the MayIJune 1990 issue of American
Whitewater.
We commend Ric on his article
zoncerning the importance of activism in
regards to river access. We agree that
afforts to ensure river access have not
Deen given the attention they deserve,
sarticularly in the West and in Colorado
where water resources are controlled by
lawyers and the old-boy network. We
agree that the fact that agencies, river

outfitters, and fishing concerns are each
organizing their efforts demands that
private boaters do likewise. However, we
are concerned with the example the
Colorado White Water Association
(CWWA) has provided regarding promoting private boater access in its home
state.
CWWA is primarily responsible
for restrictions on private rafters on the
Numbers stretch of the Arkansas River in
Colorado. The private boating community (rafters, kayakers and canoers) cannot
afford to be separate. The voice of the
private boaters must be unified and loud.
In Colorado, the private boating community has been divided as a result of the
efforts of afew elitist boaters that believe
noncommercial access to the river should
be decided on a basis of the type of boat
one owns.
Segregation of the private boating community's access to rivers is bad
for boating. The establishment of a priority of one boater over another supports
an elitism that serves no purpose other
than to create animosity between boaters. We are a single boating community.
The case on the Numbers sets adangerous precedent for future river manage-

ment plans not only in Colorado but around
the country. The next management plan
may exclude rafters, but it may exclude
canoers, kayakers or all private boaters.
We understand CWWA's desire to preserve a section of the river so
that they may enjoy the solitude and
quality of the river experience without
perceived infringement. This desire is
part of the reason we all develop our
boating skills so that these experiences
are within our reach. The Numbers is
without question one of the premiere
kayak runs in Colorado but at the same
time it is one of the premiere rafting runs
as well.
CWWA President Bill Baker has
claimed that the arrangement in the
Numbers was acompromiseinexchange
for the boat ramps, toilet facilities and
other developed improvements from which
"rafters" benefit. No such improvements
have been developed for the private rafting community but rather in response to
extensive commercial use of the river.
The claim that boating safety is compromised by concurrent raft and kayak use
is unfounded. In fact, each boater provides support to the other.
We are opposed to any divi-

sions within the private boating community. If there is truly safety or crowding
problems in having both rafts and kayaks
on the river, than an equal if separate
access would be the only acceptable option. CWWA has sought priority for nonrafters to the detriment of the entire boating
community. Again, we are opposed to
any split whatsoever.
With AWA's current efforts to
expand their activities into the West and
to provide an intelligent and representative voice for private boaters, AWA and
its affiliates should avoid and discourage
an elitism or separatism among the rafting, kayaking and canoeing communities. If we are a divided community, each
group of boaters will lose local battles to
other private boaters and the private
boating community in general will lose to
outfitters, water development, or other
interests.
Sincerely,
Larry Stuhl
President, High Country River Rafters
Golden, CO
Ken Ramsey
President, Rocky Mountain Canoe Club
Broomfield, CO
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(203)672-6365
U.S.Rt. 7, Box 302
West Cornwall, CT 06796

I - Dry Suits (Stohlquist,Bexmudes)
- Polypropylene Tops and Bottoms

1 - Paddles by Mitchell,Prijon, Backlund,
and Wenonah
1 - Boats by Prijon, Perception, Wenonah, and
Mad River
- Pogies, Paddle Jackets, and P.F.DTs
- Pile Sweaters and Pants
1

10%Discount to all HACKS,FRC,and CCRA members.

SALES
RENTALS
INSTRUCTION

HOURS:
Weekdays 10-5, Sat. & Sun.9-6
Closed Tuesdays

a

D E S I G N S
GROUP KAYAK SUPPORT TRIPS

(503)479-9554

on the permit section of the

"Wild & Scenic" Rogue River.
A Complete Line of

River Running Rental Equipment available a t WHITE\~~ATERS&~,~

Kayaks. Canoes, and Accessories
for Rapids, Lakes, and Oceans.
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Countdown for survival

AWA's "Top 40" River Issues for 1990

by POPE BARROW
1. Kennebec, Penobscot, and Dead Rivers; Maine
1ssue:flows for whitewater after relicensing
Current Status: John Porterfield is working with Central Maine
Power, with help from the National Park Service River Watch
Program, to improve whitewater flows when projects on these
rivers are relicensed.
Contact: John Porterfield, AWA (207-825-3566)
2. Rapid River; Maine
Issue: flows for whitewater
Currentstatus:Central Maine Power has plans to install hydropower in the existing unlicensed dam on the Rapid. The
company is willing to negotiate flow levels with whitewater
boaters. In recent years flows have been slightly too low for
optimum whitewater and releases have been unpredictable.
Contact: John Porterfield, AWA (207-825-3566)
3. Merrimack River, New Hampshire
Issue: Possible wild and scenic designation.
CurrentStatus:A bill has already passed the Senate and is now

pending in the U S. House of Representativesto study22 miles
of the Merrimack River for possible inclusion in the wild and
scenic rivers system.
Contact: Kevin Coyle, American Rivers (202-547-6900)
4. Pemigewasset River, New Hampshire
1ssue:Hydro relicensing; possible wild and scenic designation.
Current Status: Bills are pending in the U S. House of Representatives and Senate to study 30 miles of the Pemigewasset
Riverfor possible inclusion in the wild and scenic rivers system.
AWA is working on the relicensing.
Contact: John Porterfield, AWA (207-825-3566)

5. Deerfield River, Massachusetts
Issue: Relicensing of existing hydropower dam.
Current Status: whitewater groups, aided by American Rivers,
are seeking improved flows and possibly the removal of one of
the many dams on the No. 5 section of this popular whitewater
run. Since the powercompany has not been cooperative so far,
this may be one of the most contentious and bitter relicensing
fights in the nation.
Contact: Bill Hildreth, AWA (617-383-2785)

6. Little Rlver, Massachusetts.
Issue: Limited access and poor flow information.
Current Status: AWA regional coordinator E.J. McCarthy
continues to press the Town of Springfield to permit private
boaters to use Springfield Water Dept. property to gain access
to to this little-known but fabulous class Ill-IV run in Massachusetts (just east of the Farmington). he is also working to gain
better releases from the unlicensed Cobble Mt. hydro facility.
Contact: E.J. McCarthy, AWA (RR 380-A, W. Cornwall, Ct.
06796)

7. Black Rlver, New York.
Issue: Hydropower development at the Brownville site.
Current status: The power developer has filed proposed amendments to the license application in an effort to revive the longdormant project. AWA has responded asking FERC to dismiss
the license application. Senator Moynihan has expressed
interest in Federal legislation to ban hydropower development
at this location.
Contact: Ron Smith, ARO (315-788-1311) or Pete Skinner,
AWA (518-674-5519)

Glen Park Falls, New York's Black River Gorge
9. Salmon River (Pulaski), New York

Issue: Access and improved releases from unlicensed power
project.
Current Status: Whitewater boaters are negotiation with the
owner of an old unlicensed hydropower project to gain access
and recreational releases for the whitewater section down8. Sacandaga Rlver, New York
stream.
Issue: Access to the river.
Current Status: The Niagara Mohawk Power Company (NI- Contact: Jerry Hergrave, AWA 716-663-3888
AMO) continues to exclude private boaters (but not commercial outfitters) from this popular run. Whitewater boaters are 10. Beaver Rlver, New York
Issue: Relicensing of power project above whitewater run.
trying to bring the company around through negotiations.
Currentstatus: Negotiations are underway between the power
Contact: Carol Liebfarth AWNACA 518-279-3989
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12. Mongaup River, New York
Issue: Unlicensed hydropower without recreational benefits
Current Status: Boaters have been excluded from using the
whitewater of the Mongaup by the present owner of this old
unlicensed power project, Orange and Rockland Utilities. An
independent developer want to take over the project and
provide better recreational benefits. The fight will probablytake
place in Congress where Orange and Rockland is leading the
charge for a new law allowing old unlicensed hydro developers
to keep their monopoly without getting a license and improving
their projects.
Contact: Ken Fishman, KCCNY (212-228-5753)

Beaver River--a prototype for relicensing in New York.
--

company and whitewater boaters to insure access to the river
and improved recreational releases.
Contact: Pete Skinner, AWA 518-585-7580
11. Raquette River, New York
Issue: Relicensing of power project above whitewater run.
Current status: Negotiations are underway between the power
company and whitewater boaters to insure access to the river
and improved recreational releases.
Contact: Pete Skinner, AWA 518-585-7580

13. Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania
Issue: Possible hydropower development
Current Status:Tom McAndrew has filed legal papers for AWA
protesting the project on behalf of AWA and other boating
organizations and is also developing political opposition. After
his numerous local TV appearances on this issue, Tom is now
AWA's foremost Media Star.
Contact: Tom McAndrew, AWA (21 5-487-0298)
14. Upper Youghiogheny River, Maryland
Issue: Mismanagement by State agencies and damage to
scenery. Also Relicensing at FERC.
Current Status: AWA has protested increased commercial
rafting at low water levels during 2-hour releases and objected
to State proposal to charge fees to run the river and require
boat stickers on noncommerical boats. Messy timbering and

fires continue unabated on private property on river right below
BackenderRapid. Relicensing is still in progress. AWAis asking
for 3-hour (or longer) releases with more advance notice.
Contact: Pope Barrow, AWA (202-546-3766) or Barry Tuscano, AWA

HYSIDE AUJ

15. Savage River, Maryland
Issue: Hydropower development at Savage River Dam
Current Status: AWA and ACA have persuaded local Congresswoman, Beverly Byron, to push for Federal legislation
banning hydropower development anywhere on the whitewater
run or at the dam upstream. An amendment is now pending in
the House of Representatives. AWA is also attempting to
negotiation with the Corps of Engineers for better whitewater
releases.
Contact: Mac Thomton/Pope Barrow, AWA (202-543-4923)
16. Monongahela National Forest Rivers, West Virginia
Issue: Possible Wild and Scenicdesignation for 12 rivers in the
Monongahela National Forest, including several primo whitewater runs (such as the Blackwater, Cranberry, and Shavers
Fork)
Current Status: A coalition of 21 groups has been formed by
AWA to push for wild and scenic designation. The Forest
Service will complete the fist phase of its study this fall. AWA
recently received a $40,000 grant (see article in this issue) to
fund a grass roots project to build support for designation.
Contact: Mac Thornton, AWNACNCCA (202-543-4923)
17. Gauley River, West Virginia
Issue: Degradation of landscape due to private road building in
the National Recreation Area. AWA and American Rivers are
asking Congress for $2,000,000 to buy lands within the NRA.
Congressman Nick Rahall is pushing hard for the money. Also
possible hydropower development at two locations may cause
problems. One proposal would use release from Summersville
Dam for generation and the other would build a new dam
upstream nearwebstersprings to divert waterfrom the Gauley
into the Elk. AWA and American Rivers are fighting both
projects.
Contact: Anita Adams, AWA (304-384-9209)

18. James River, Virginia
Issue: Possible hydropower development
Current Status: The city of Richmond is still pursuing hydropower development at a site on the James River in Richmond
which would damage the whitewater run. AWA and local canoe
clubs are protesting the project. The National Park Service is
proposing an urban waterfront project for the area which may
be incompatible with the hydro development.
Contact: Charles Ware, AWA (804-231-0118)
19. Russell Fork, Virginia/Kentucky
Issue: Releases fro whitewater
Current status: Negotiations between fishery interests and the
Army Corps of Engineers regarding Russell Fork releases may
lead to less whitewater- or none at all. AWA is trying to work
out a compromise with the fishery people. Meanwhile hydropower developers are planning to install a power project at
Flannigan Dam; AWA and EPRO) have intervened at FERC to
oppose anything which would make whltewater less available.
Please turn to page 68
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Rahall pushes funding
for Gauley corridor
land acquisition
If there was ever
any doubt about it, Congressman Nick Rahall (DWV) has earned the title of
"Mr. Whitewater" in Congress.
To the delight of
everyone in the whitewater
community, Rahall and ace
staffer Jim Zoia got the
House Interior Appropriations Subcommittee to add
$2,000,000 to the federal
budget for land acquisition in
the Gauley River canyon.
Incredibly, they also got
$1,700,000 added to acquire
privately-held mining rights
threatening the headwaters
of the Gauley in the Cherry

and Cranberry basins.
Those familiar with
Capitol Hill politics are flabbergasted at Rahall's
success. Traditionally, the
House adds nothing for
West Virginia public workstype projects, since Senator
Robert Byrd puts in lots of
projects for West Virginia.
However, it was (and still is)
uncertain whether Byrd is
supporting an appropriation
for the Gauley.
So Rahall and Zoia
went to work. They cajoled.
They got angry. They
begged and bargained. They
finally got what they were
after: a total of $3,700,000 is

Congressman Nick Rahall
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in the
for expenditures from the
Land and Conservation fund
for the Gauley watershed.
This fund is derived from
royalty fees paid to the
federal government, mostly
from oil and gas producers;
the fund does not use
general tax revenues.
If the appropriation
survives in the House, Byrd
is likely to let it through the
Senate since it is of benefit
to West Virginia. However,
letters to Senator Byrd fLem
West Virainians remain
critical. If you live in, have
friends or relatives In, or can
use a West Virainia address,
please write Senator Byrd a
short letter asking support
for this appropriation.
Address: United States
Senate, Washington, D.C.,
20510.
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1 TPL acquires Gau ley River land
For over 17 years,
the Trust for Public Lands
(TPL) has been acquiring
critical recreational and
biotic lands in the Eastern
United States, mostly for
eventual resale to the U.S.
government. Recently, TPL
has been taking a leading
role in obtaining rights to
lands in the Gauley corridor,
pending Congress appropriating the funds to purchase
the property.
The Gauley was
made a National Recreation
Area in 1988, but at present,
about 99% of the lands in
the NRA remain in private
hands. They are not friendly
hands. Logging pressures
remain, and mineral rights
holders are free at any time
to develop their properties.
Worse yet, some insensitive
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commercial rafting outfitters
have constructed roads into
the depths of the Gauley
canyon.
Enter TPL. The National Park Service land acquisition process can be
painfully slow. TPL is able to
step in quickly by either
buying the land outright,
acquiring options, or by
having property donated to
provide temporary protection

for the land until it can be
resold to the government.
Once the land is sold, TPL
uses the proceeds to
continue buying land.
To date, TPL's
Chrisanne Worthington has
acquired rights to about
1,700 acres ($1,000,000
worth) of land in the Gauley
NRA, and she is making
progress on acquiring rights
to much more.

Klamath bill moves on
A House subcommittee cleared a bill to
designate as wild and scenic
Oregon's Klamath River.
The subcommittee
on National Parks didnl
actually address the bill, HR
4728, because a point-of-

order prevented it. But
subcommittee chairman
Bruce Vento said on his own
hook he hopes to persuade
the House Interior Committee to consider the bill when
Congress returns to work in
September.
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AWA program to protect WV rivers
selected to receive $40,000 grant
Outdoor Industry
Consemation Alliance
funds West Virginia
Rivers Coalition
AWA has been awarded a
$40,000 cash grant for a grass roots
campaign to gain permanent protection
for 12 superlative whitewater rivers in
West Virginia. The generous grant was
made by the Outdoor Industry Conservation Alliance to furtherthe goals of the
West VirginiaRivers Coalition, an organization formed and sponsoredby the AWA.
"Our West Virginia efforts have
been handled by volunteers in theirspare
time, mostly from out-of-state," said
Coalition Chairman Mac Thornton, "but
now we can hire a professional to tackle
these issues on a full-time basis from
Elkins or Morgantown, WV."
In 1989, Thornton and AWA
Conservation Chairman Pope Barrow lead
the formation of a Coalition of 21 conservation organizations, with the goal of
Federal Wild and Scenic designation of
twelve rivers in the rugged Alleghenies of
eastern West Virginia. Included are paddling gems like the Blackwater, Shavers
Fork, South Branch Potomac and the
Cranberry. For the most part, these rivers are wilderness in character and are
on public lands in the Monongahela NationalForest, however,theyfaceagauntlet of threats such as timber harvesting
and flood control structures.
The Coalition, now known as
the West Virginia Rivers Coalition, got
the early support of Congressman Nick
Rahall (D-WV) and Forest Service Chief
Dale Robertson. However, the local
National Forest personnel have been less
than totally cooperative. Also, in-state
opposition has started to surface. It became apparent that a localized, grass
roots political effort is necessary, managed by afull-time Executive Director for
the Coalition.
The Outdoor Industry Conservation Alliance grant makes that grass
roots campaign a reality, even though
the Coalition will have to raise at least an

The Monongahela NationalForest shelters a collection of the finest whitewater rivers
in the eastern United States. The ambitious plans of the West Virginia Rivers Coalition
would seek permanent protection for these outstanding whitewater runs.
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membership of the Coalition, and identify
and open a dialogue with potential opponents. Persons who are West Virginia
natives or long-time residents are eligible-contact Mac Thomton at (202)5434923 at once.
The Coalition hopes to have
legislation introduced with the support of
the National Forest Service by early 1992
to designate the 12 rivers as Wild and
Scenic.

Conservation Alliance

Supporting
grass-roots
conservation
The High Falls of the Cheat--a runnable drop on the remote Shavers Folk.
additional $10,000, hopefully from Coalition members.
The Coalition is interviewing West
Virginians for the Executive Director
position, which will probablypay $20,000

-

per year plus expenses. The Executive
Director will closely monitor the Forest
Service studies of the 12 rivers, personally contact local landowners, solicit local
political support, solidify and expand the

Founded in early 1989, the
Outdoor Industry Conservation Alliance
has already had a major impact on the
wilderness conservationmovement. The
$40,000 grant recently made to the AWA
for the West Virginia Rivers Coalition is
one of ten grants for grass roots, political
action campaigns throughout the United
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States since the creation of the Alliance,
The grants have amounted to an astounding $283,532, a scale of funding
without precedent for citizen groups attempting to safeguard wilderness areas
with muscle-poweredrecreational opportunities.
"Participation in outdoor recreation is growing, as are pressures on our
wildlands and rivers. The work of the
organizations we fund is an important
and positive way to protect the recreational resources upon which our industry
depends," said Wally Smith, Alliance
President and President of Recreation
Equipment Inc. (REI), the well-known
Seattle-based equipment co-op.
Starting with four members with
an annual $1 0,000 membership fee, the
Alliance has grown to 22 members, including publishers, manufacturers, dealers and dealer representatives. The first
grant in the organizations's history went
to a critical whitewater organization: Idaho's
Friends of the Payette. Other grants in
the first year included the Appalachian
Trail Conference, the Utah Wilderness
Coalition and the Greater Yellowstone
Coalition.
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In 1990, the Alliance has funded Council of Maine.
The Alliance is administered b l
three organizations other than AWA's
West Virginia Rivers Coalition--Califor- REI, and those interested in applying f o ~
nia's Friends of the River for work on the a grant should contact the Alliance, c/c
Colorado River in the Grand Canyon, RE1 Public Affairs, PO Box 88126, Se.
The Friends of the Shawangunks in New attle, WA 98138, (206)395-5957.
York State, and the Natural Resources

Risa Callaway blasts hole during squirt competition at Ocoee Rodeo.
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Changes emerge
during 1990
rodeo season
Most of this year's freestyle and
squirt competitions have happened. Once
again, there were lots of skilled boaters
out showing their stuff. Once again,
whitewater manufacturers and local area
merchants showed strong support for
eventssuch as Animas River Days, Bob's
Hole and the Ocoee Rodeo.
Yet, there are signs of change
that are worth noting in the rodeo world.
Attendance and enthusiasm for annual
events is often afunction of 1) water level
(e.g., it is hard to get psyched when low
water makes that big 01' hot surfing hole
into a weenie wave!), and 2) the organizing strength of the sponsor(s) in a given
year.
Examples: The American River
FestivaVChiliBar Rodeo suffered from a
fourth year of drought and a schedule
conflict with the Bob's Hole Rodeo. The
Wenatchee Rodeo was not held at all this

w
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year, with the primary organizer, Frank
Meyer, due to the demands of his business.
On a positive note, the Ocoee
Rodeo was tremendously 'assisted' by
flooding rains in February, which caused
the river (normal flow: 1400 cfs) to peak
at nearly 50,000 cfs. Temporary road
and
access damage have been fixed, and
Hell's Hole rapid became a fantastic place
for both boaters and spectators.
This year, new contests have
been added to the annual whitewater
freestyle calendar, and several new events
were instituted at others. Here's a summary of what's been observed:
.More Eastern Action: The
Southwest Virginia Whitewater Rodeo,
with its guaranteed release on the New
River, saw a much stronger field of
competition than in its previous two years.
The S-Turn "Squirt Yil it Hurts " Slalom
And Rodeo judged squirt moves 1) between slalom gates, 2) surfing the famous Rocky Island waves, and 3) at an
eddy line on the fabulous big-water Potomac.
Finally, the next upcoming event

*
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" Q U A L I T Y W H I T E W A T E R PRODUCTS"

will be the "Dust Bowl" Rodeo in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Yes, Tulsa, and it will be a
great contest at some killer surf spots on
the Arkansas.
-MoreIntegration of Classes:
Montana's Blackfoot Rodeo has successfully combined the open boat 'downriver'
race with their 'whitewater' race, traditionally a deckedboat event. The Ocoee
Rodeo had a record setting thirteen open
boats enter the freestyle competition.
OC enders and hand paddling were
impressive!
.More Women: Female numbers are still not overwhelming, but getting better. The Payette saw fields of 15
big boats and five squirt boats, respectively, in the K1W classes. Not to be
ignored is the level at which women are
competing: Kathy Bolyn was narrowly
beaten out of first overall at the rodeo on
the New River, and her K1W first place
score at the Ocoee would have tied her
forfirst place with Tomde Cuir, the men's
expert winners
Paddle-less movements: More
competitors are tossing away those
wooden and fiberglass 'crutches' on their
way to 360's and mystery moves alike.
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(For your favorite river)

By POPE BARROW
Everyone seems to need more
money. Uncle Sam is totally broke. Your
local Savings and Loan is probably bankrupt. Lately it looks like Donald Trump
could use some more money. After all,
Marla Maples is not the kind of girl you
can take out to McDonalds for dinner.
Even river conservationists
almost always need at least afew greenbacks to get anything significant done. It
costs money to fight hydropower projects. It costs money to lobby Congress.
It costs moneyto print brochures. It costs
money to buy stamps and make phone
calls. When AWA is feuding with a Federal agency like FERC, it costs money to
get expert help from lawyers, engineers,
economists and other high-pricedpointy-
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headed intellectuals. Even the AWA
Journal costs quite a few shekels to
publish (especially now that our conservation-minded editor has caved into to
public pressure and switched to recycled
paper).
Where does all this money come
from? AWA struggles hard to raise money
from the Gauley Festival, the Ocoee Rodeo
and other events. We learned the hard
way that continuous fund raising is needed
to underwrite our river conservation programs, even theough we are working
mostly with highly motivated volunteers.
Don't get me wrong...volunteers
can perform amazing feats in river conservation. Wahout volunteers, AWA would
be nowhere on any of its projects. But
almost every volunteer project requires
some cash...to get something printed, to
get expert technical analysis, or to send
a critical volunteer activist to the State
capitol or to Washington, D.C.
In AWA's case, when money
from the Gauley Festival ran out, the
Patagonia Company and Recreational
Equipment, Inc. (R.E.1) have always come
to the rescue. These companies are run
by some of the most public spirited busi-

Slalom
Wildwater
Sea Touring
Squirt Paddles

' I

I
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ness people in America. In recent years
they have underwritten numerouscritical
projects for AWA as well as for many
other river conservation groups. R.E.I.
funded the Nationwide Whitewater Inventory Project and the River Watch
project. Patagoniagot AWA's nationwide
relicensing efforts off the ground. Recently, the Conservation Alliance (which
includes both R.E.1 and Patagonia) upped
the ante by giving AWA $40,000 to get a
serious campaign started to save West
Virginia's national forest rivers. (See the
article on this project elsewhere in this
issue.)
As a national organization with
a strong track record in river conservation, AWA has usually been able to turn
up a benefactor when things got desperate, but, until recently, small local groupsfor example, Friends of the Little River in
Alabama, or the Knik Canoers and Kayakers in Alaska- had no where to turn
when they needed a financial shot in the
arm.
Now the money problem for small
groups has been solved, at least for
some kinds of projects. As they have so
manytimes in the past, the management

team at R.E.I. identified the problem and
quickly went about solving it. Two years
ago they set up a fund, administered by
a committee of river experts, to help
small river conservation groups and canoe
clubs get grants for grass roots riverconservation work. Already R.E.l.'s gifts are
making a huge difference. Dozens of
small grants have gone out all over the
country.
For 1990 R.E.1 is making a total
of $55,000 available for these grants.
The idea is to give a lot of small grants to
a lot of different groups around the country to help them get things moving at the
local level. Most of the money goes out in
the form of gifts in the $200 to $1,000
range.
The R.E.I. seed grants are not
big killer sums of money. So why is
everyone so excited about them ?
These may be small gifts by
some standards, but they are a tremendously important and useful kind of money.
This is because the grants are specifically earmarked for political advocacy at
the grass roots level. This is unlike the
money conservation groups are sometimes given by foundations and other
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We ship priority mail daily!
(7 17) 456-7720
Week days 5-9 PM

Sat-Sun 8 AM to 8 PM

Visit our booth
at the Gauley Festival

QUALITY OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

SQUIRT BOATS, SEA KAYAKS,
EXPEDITION K-1 & C?S
-

All boats vacuum bagged with the best
m a t e r i a l s available. D e a l e r s call

91 gm88W4I0

- We deliver.

1310 Starr Dr., High Point, NC 27260.
Designs by Wilderness Systems, Jess
W h i t t a m o r e , W i c k W a l k e r , Tom
McEwan, and J o h n Abbenhouse.

benefactors. Grass roots political action I months. (Committee members are river
is off-limits to most big philantropic or- conservation experts from American
ganizations. Many funding sources, Rivers, American Whitewater, ACA, the
especially businesses and big compa- Wilderness Society, Audobon Society,
nies usually avoid political controversy the Sierra Club and the National Wildlife
and direct political action like the plague. Federation).
Almost no one but R.E.1 makes money
Your application can be brief, a
available to small groups for this kind of page or two, in no special format, with a
proposedbudget. There are a few simple
vital and controversial work.
How can you get in on the bo- ground rules to keep in mind. The money
nanza? It's easy. R.E.I. has set up a cannot be used to pay salaries. It can be
committeeto review grant applications. If used for things like printing, mailing, travel,
your canoe club or river conservation and other types of grass roots political
group is working on a river protection work. Your project should be designedto
project and needs-money fw-some part add a riverto the Federal wild and scenic
of your project, just write to the commit- rivers system (uttimately), to improve river
tee briefly explainingthe project and what management of a protected river, to
the money will be used for. If the need is improve a State river program, to prothere, its a good bet that a check will soon mote passage of State, Federal, or local
river conservation laws, or to protect
be in the mail.
Here's how it works. The review natural and recreational resources at
committee is named the National Rivers projects in hydropower licensing or reliCoalition. You can write to them care of censing process.
Suzi Wilkins at American Rivers, 801
If you want more information
PennsylvaniaAve, SE. Suite 303, Wash, about the R.E.I. grants or if you need
D.C. 20003. The committee will read help with an application call, Suzi Wilkins
your letter and make a recommendation at 202-547-6900 or Pope Barrow at 202to R.E.I. The committe meets every 3 546-3766

Directory available
The National Park Service has
completed an 111-page directory of organizations involved in managing and
protecting American rivers. More than
1,000 groups are listed in the 1990 River
Conservation Directory, which is designed
to "help river conservationists build networks, share ideas and trackdown information," according to Chris Brown, chief
of the NPS technical assistance branch.
The directory, document #024005010581, may be obtained for $6 from: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.204029325.

Big fine for Falls
The tenuous relationship between paddlers and management of
Ohiopyle State Park continues to sour as
the fine for illegal runs over Ohiopyle
Falls was raised to $2,500.

LEARN NEW SK ILLS
IMPROVE OLD SKILLS
Our Whitewater Kayak School consists of two-day
basic or intermediate clinics. ACA certified
instructors, classroom sessions, whitewater
,
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overnight camping, and plenty of
river fun are all included!

CALL US TODAY!
(717) 443-9532

WANT TO BE A RAFT GUIDE?
Call our River Guide Hotline (717) 443-9728
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"No other publication appeals to the wide audience which TRILOGY does. In order for our message
to reach the cross section which TRILOGY reaches, we would have to have articles placed in at least
25 different publications."
Cinde A. Everett, Executive Director
Coalition of Americans to Protect Sports

responsible outdoor journalism

...

"Bravo TRILOGY! On an outdoor magazine that's not all day-glow fashion and hype. TRILOGY has taken
a brave new step in the direction of responsible outdoor journalism:'
Barry Hoskins
Baltimore, MD

uniting the un-united

...

"Your mission of uniting the un-united is an admirable and formidable task. Bringing together the
industrialist, recreationalist and environmentalist in order to create a symbiotic alliance is an idea whose
time has come."
Michael Moniz, Executive Director
The Outdoor Network

transcends the glitz

. ..

"Members of the Worldwide Outfitters and Guides Association are excited about the new magazine of
outdoor commitment-TRILOGY. Finally, we have a magazine that transcends the glitz and glitter approach
that we are all bored with. It is published twice a year and is loaded with informative articles as well
as stunning photography.
Worldwide Outfitters and Guides Association

SPECIAL OFFER: 1 Year Subscription $ 695

T RIL

The Magazine of
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Outdoor Commitment
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
3 South Sixth Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
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can. Then going ourselves one better.
That's why we always refine Yakima
refinements. Like our new 6 millimeter
skewer.
Mountain bikes are transported over rough
territory. So we provide extra heavy duty
ware. The new skewers aren't
only bump-proof. They're
bullet-proof. An obvious
benefit for road bike
enthusiasts, too.
We're also really up on our new
tie-down wheel buckle. Which borrows
the latest ski boot technology. So it looks
great. And works even better.

We affectionately call our brand, new
krayton-lined, adjustable kayak saddles TLCs.
Because they grip your ,\

never be satisfied with just one
sport. But it's good to know you
only need one rack. For everything from bikes
and boards to boats and skis. A Yakima.
Made by compulsive overachievers for
compulsive overachievers.
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Running a river by the book
is not always a good idea
By JOHN KlNCH
I have always valued both volumes of William Nealy's Whitewater
Home Companion river guidebooks. And
I stress that what happened to me and
Jim Rose in the New River Gorge is not
Nealy's fault. He wasn't there that day.
Even if he was, the difficulty of printing
a river on paper combined with the hazards of using the print to run the river
would remain unchanged.
I had little experience kayaking
the New River Gorge. I was guided down
it the first timeinlateAugust 1989bytwo
capable paddlers I met there from Oak
Ridge. Although the Fayette Station gauge
registered the high water level of six feet,
I had no difficulty paddling theNew that
time.
Two weeks later in September,
I returned with Jim Rose to introduce
him to this magnificent river. We drove
down there together from Michigan on a
Thursday night and got up Friday to
make our run. Because it was a weekday
in September, we were theonly kayakers
we saw there. Even rafters were scarce.
A little risky, perhaps? Well, on
the safety side of the ledger, the river had
dropped more than five feet since last I
saw it, and the sunny weather provided
clear visibility. So, the paddling should
have been easier than before, and we
would have no trouble seeing where we
were going. I figured that what my twoweek-old memory of the river failed to
provide, Nealy's Volume I1 description
of the New River Gorge would fill in. I
tried to memorize the key features of the
largest rapids appearing in his six-page
sketch.
On page 88 and 89, "Lower
Keeney" and "Turtle Rock" rapids are
described and drawn in great detail. No
other big rapids are identified between
them-in fact, nothing is shown between
them except a curving arrow growing
out of the bottom edge of page 88 pointing to a stretch of river below mile 11.
However, the arrow disappears off the
bottom of the page without comment.
In realty, the maps contained in

Nealy's books are reproduced from his
full-sized river posters and doesn't translate as clearly in the smaller medium.
The arrow that drops off the bottom of
page 88 is picked up at the top of page 90
and subsequently leads to a vivid description of "Double Z" rapid. Herein
Nealy calls it, "definitely the nastiest
swim in the Gorge." Yet, back on page 88
and 89, I am unaware that "Double Z,"
drawn on page 90, is actually part of the
river section shown on the two previous
pages. So, I am convinced that 'Turtle
Rock" rapid is the next major drop after
"Lower Keeney."

...................................................................................................................
Guidebooks are meant to assist paddlers in forming riverrunning judgments--not to replace the decision-making
process. Of course...guidebooks are more helpful when
the paddler is looking at the right page.
...................................................................................................................
Now, on the river, Jim and I are
sluiced successfully through "Lower
Keeney" and unwittingly approach
"Double Z." It doesn't look at all like the
'Turtle Rock" rapid I recall from two
weeks before, but there is some evidence
that persuades me that it is. At this level
at least (8 inches on the gauge), the rapid
before us starts with a rock formation
that looks exactly like the head and shoulders of a turtle. Furthermore, the river is
five feet lower than it was before, so why
should it look the same? Last, I believe I
have read Nealy's book correctly, and I
think we must be at the top of 'Turtle
Rock" rapid.
Nealy's instructions for making the run are very clear. Start right and
ferry far left to avoid "Greyhound Bus
Stopper" hole at thebottom of this rapid.
No problem. Except we are actually
running this route on "Double Z instead of "Turtle Rock."
Starting right is easy going, but
rough water meets us when we ferry left.
Alternating downstream currents and
muscular eddies whipsaw our boats
throughout the ferry. Finally we catch a

strong downstream current on river left
and go with it. It is then that we see the
giant rocklooming in front of us. It looks
to melike theupper mandibleof a whale,
mouth open to feed on krill. The current
carrying our boats pours into the "mouth"
of this beast. Soon all air space between
rock and water is squeezed to null and
void. I'm first. The rock folds me over
under the water, and my boat lodges
against the rock's underside.
I have an expensive Harmony
paddle with graphite blades. I promised
myself sometime ago that I would never
drop this costly tool as long as I'm holdingit on or in the water. So what happens
when me boat lodges under the rock?
After releasing my paddle, I jerk
myself outof the boat'scockpitwithboth
hands. Simultaneously, the boat and I
begin floating downstream again and
flush out from under the rock. Relieved,
I grab my boat and look upstream for
Jim, who should be bearing down on me
in his boat to make a quick rescue. Jim is
nowhere in sight.
Abruptly, Jim's boat pops up
solo from beneath the rock, and Jim squirts

out immediately in its wake. We self
rescue in a lucky, nearby eddy, and I'm
pleased to find my paddle tucked between me and my boat. We drag ourselves on shore and look for "Greyhound
Bus Stopper" hole. It's nowhere to be
seen. Could it be that this powerful
hydraulic disappears when the New River
is under one foot on the gauge?
We dumv the water out of our

boats, catch our breath, and continue
down river. At the start of the next major
rapid, another rock appears in the exact
shape of the head and shoulders of a
turtle.
This rapid looks very much the
same as I recall "Turtle Rock" rapid
looking two weeks ago. We follow the
same paddling route that we used on our
disastrous descent of the previous rapid.

This time it works perfectly, and we
reach the bottom of the drop with plenty
of paddling room between us and "Greyhound Bus Stoppef' hole that now shows
up on our right.
Any remaining doubt that
"Double Z comes between "Lower
Keeney" and "Turtle Rock" rapids on
this river is cleared up at the end of the
trip when access to the car gives us the
opportunity to read Nealy's description
and map with renewed interest.
Jim asks me, 'How could you
let something like that happen? We might
have gotten killed."
"Just a bibliographical error," I
reply in a conciliatory manner.
Yet, we knew that on another
day such a mistake could have taken our
lives and not just our pride. We were
lucky to be in low water this time. Reading a book is one thing, but reading a
river means that you are author and
editor of your own event. As Nealy warns
on page 89, "No map or guidebook should
be used as a substitute for scouting unfamiliar rapids."
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We are excited and proud to continue this tradition of bringing you the highest quality, most
exciting and diversified calendars to cover these
two dramatic watersports. The 1991 River
Runner's Calendar succeeds again in bringing
unparalleled photography and exciting allnew editorial content to your river experience. Dynamic and diversified shots of river
mning are featured to keep your spirit soaring
year long. Visit Russian waters, experience the
excitement of the Ocoee Whitewater Rodeo,
thrill to a C-l on the mighty Potomac and relive
history as you ride the first boat ever to run all
a the rapids on the Green River. This years
calendar actually "speaks" to you through an
all new editorial concept by famous outdoor
writer/environmentalist Michael Powers.
Thrill to renowned outdoor photographers such as JennyHager, Michael Powers
and Dave Curran in the 1991 Sea
Kayaking Calendar. Exciting coverage of
the Two Continent Canoe Expedition
with Valerie Fons Kruger. Captivate your senses
with diverse and dynamic kayak shots from Greenland
to Mexico. A whole new concept in our editorial has
the calendar actually "speaking" to you. Large daily
grid boxes are back again for your personal daily notations along with historical information, astronomy data
and holidays. The 1991 River Runner's or Sea
Kayaking Calendars will keep you entertained and
anxious for your next river or kayak experience
throughout the entire year. Gift yourself and your
friends this year with the originals - don't be misled by
imitations. Send for our Free Catalog.
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COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS
W e have limited supplies of t h e
1986 through t h e 1 9 9 0 River
Runner's Calendar as well as t h e
1989 S e a Kayaking Calendar
(the premier edition) a n d 1 9 9 0
S e a Kayaking Calendar available. Please check Order Form
for m o r e details.

Quantity Wholesale Rates Available
$9.95 each plus 3.50 Shipping and Handling
SANDPIPER PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 5143 Stateline NV 89449 9161544-3506
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SAFETY

Three whitewater fatalities rock Colorado
The Colorado whitewater community was rocked by a series of fatalities during the early-summer boating
season.
Although an average snow-pack
was reported in the Rockies, a stretch of
extremely hot weather resulted in rap-

idly-rising water levels in many Colorado streams and may have contributed
to drownings in three separate incidents.
In the first accident, a boater
perished after hisboat broached while he
was attempting to run through a pair of
culverts on the Crystal River. Guidebooks

KEEL-HAULERS OUTF'I'ITERS

I

I

for the area do not recommend attempting the route.
The second incident ocurred on
Clear Creek, a class V stream running
through the suburbs of Denver. In this
situation, the kayaker was wearing a
velcro seat belt to help him stay in his
boat. It is unclear whether this unusual
precaution contributed to the death.
Seat belts in kayaks are often
used by parapalegic boaters who are

-PERCEPTION-HYDRA-PRIJON-HARMONY-MOI4AbVK-

1 I a pinned kayak makes usinka seat belt a
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FAST M A I L ORDER SERVICEsection of the Arkansas kiver immediately below the Numbers. Reportedly,
two brothers--both intermediate boaters-
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while going to his assistance.

Custom Built Kayaks and Paddles
High tech vacuumbagged canoe and kayaks
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wood paddles
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Missed the Gauley Festival?
Don't miss the T-shirt!
Even a wind-surfer can look like a stalwart Gauley
River paddler by ordering an official AWA Gauley
River Festival T-shirt through the mail!
The logo will be in bright neon colors.
To order your shirt, send $10.00 per shirt (plus
shipping) to AWA, Rt 2, Box 614, Princeton, WV
24740. Make check payable to AWA.
Quantities limited. Order today.
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Paddle with the best.
In this modern day age of hlgh
technology, synthetic paddles
have been evolving rapidly.
We have stayed on the leading
edge, continually testing,
upgrading our products, while
miraculously maintaining an
affordable price. Our paddles are
quite light and durable. Both
qualities are attainable when you
consider their construction.

Call or write for our catalog.

Dagger Company, Inc.
Route 8,Box 204
Harrirnan, TN 37748

6 151882-8223
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Death on Selwa-v

"Ladle" claims
another victim
By DAVID SMALLWOOD
The Selway River, one of the
nation's most beautiful and demanding
whitewater rivers and one of the most
sought after private river permits, has

claimed another life.
The Moose Creek section of the
Selway (known as the Moose Juice) has
claimed two raft rowers and one paddle
rafter, one each year since 1988.
The May 30,1990 death occurred
at a reading of 5.6 feet taken at the put-in
near Paradise Campground.
All three deaths o c d at Ladle
Rapid-a drop unlike any other on the
river. The rapid is shaped exactly like an
old-fashioned ladle with the -"round
section at the beginning of the rapid
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tapering down to a narrower "handle" at
the downstream end.
Scouting this rapid is difficult
due to the distance from the scouting
trail to the rapid which is just about
quarter mile wide at itsbegnning. While
there is no "pool" above Ladle, there is
enough caliwater to make it to the right
bank to scout.
The extraordinary width of the
river at the entrance makes it easy to miss
your line and drop into the hugehole just
to the right of thecenter tongue. All of the
rafting fatalities were thrown from their
rafts after entering the huge hole at the
top right of the rapid.
What is the common factor in
these deaths? Although all three victims
were wearing wetsuits and PFDs, none
were wearing helmets. In all three cases,
the river was at its highest level for the
year. All three were members of groups
or trip leaders holding private
Not wearing helmets and high
water levels are without question factors
which contribute to river deaths. However, I would hate to think that the private permit system is becoming a factor
by exposing inexperienced

a

WEEK

A week of kayak instruction in a resort
vacation atmosphere could be just the
break you need. Active and fun-filled,
our quality 5-day program emphasizes
learning at ones own pace while
having a great time!
Adult beginner and intermediate
courses include kayak, paddling gear,
5-day meal program, camping,
recreational facilities,instruction and
river shuttles.
Season: Mon-Fri; June-August
Cost: $389 P335 US)
Couples Rate: 5359 P309 US)

Wilderness
Tours

Box 89. Beachburg,Ontario KOJ1CO

Veterans of the Narrows have devised an enlightened
new rating system. A river's difficulty is evaluated by the
number of times a paddler needs to urinate while scouting. Using this methodology, the Green qualifies as a...

Two-GallonRiver

The Gorilla
46

Every morning at 6 a.m., an employee of the Duke
Power Company drives up to the dam on the Green River that
impounds Summit Lake up near Saluda, North Carolina.
The dam formerly supplied water for hydro-electric
generation, but since the flume leading downstream to the
Tuxedo Power Station rotted away, Duke Power has released
water back into the river eight hours a day for whitewater
recreation.
The gate-keeper's early morning labor isn't terribly
complicated. The dam is small as dams go--maybe 90 feet high
and ninety feet across. Water is spilled from three plastic pipes
fitted with three manually operated gate valves. The gatekeeper simply twists the
valves and chains them open.
Each pipe spills 100
cfs of water back into the
river. Through the spring and
when lake levels allow, 300
cfs of blue-green water
tumbles downstream toward
a delightful class I1stretch of
whitewater extensively used
by novice boaters, rafters and
tubers with Duke Power's

blessings.
Even during the summer months when the level of
Summit Lake naturally diminishes, by husbanding water behind the reservoir, Duke Power is still able to send 200 cfs down
the river for eight hours a day. Consequently, the Green is the
second most paddled section of river in North Carolinaranking only behind the Nantahala.
Of course, beginning boaters looking to practice their
ferry or attempt a few rolls don't arrive at the Green promptly
at six. After the gate-keeper cranks open the valves, the water
of theGreen first needs to careendowna distinctly inhospitable
seven-mile section of riverbed known locally as "the Narrows."
Beginning boaters seldom risk as much as an upstream glance at "the Narrows."
It is a convoluted staircase of
water choked into a narrow
gorge that drops over and m u n d
house-sized boulders at a gradient approaching 600 feet per
mile.
And that is where our
story really begins.

There are uncomfortable yet
undeniable parallels between whitewater and narcotic drugs. No sooner than a
paddler masters his first class I1 riffle
than he's looking for a wilder highsearching for a class 111 fix.
Even when a boater never feels
secure advancing past class 111or N water-he seeks the vicarious thrill of class V
and VI rapids--living on the edge while
enduring whitewater tales of terror recounted around campfires, sitting through
endless slide shows or staring glassyeyed at videos of horrible descents in the
Andies or Himalayas.
Call it juvenileor macho breastbeating. But the attraction of conquering
what is perceived as dangerous whitewater--hair boating-remains an integral
part of the psyche of the sport.
The problem is--every year the
envelope of what is considered the "ultimate run" is pushed out a little further.
Ten years ago in the East, the
Upper Yough was commonly considered the definition of the expert's proving ground. Although dam releases made
the Upper r u m b l e every weekday, fewer
thana 100 paddlers a year tested its class
V, 120-feet per mile rapids.
During the ensuing decade, the
Upper lost its exclusivity as more and
more boaters flailed down its technical
drops. And with familiarity came contempt. The title of the Eastern expert's
test run was passed to the Russell Forkanother class V river with a dependable
release schedule in the autumn.
And now, even though only a
handful of the best of Eastern boaters
regularly best the Russell Fork-the rumors
of still another signature hair-boat stream
circulate around the campsites and takeouts of the Eastern whitewater circuit:
the Narrows of the Green.
As a responsible whitewater
magazine, perhaps this article should be
prefaced by paraphrasing the Surgeon
General's warning: 'Boating the Green
River Narrows can be hazardous to your
health."
The problem with reporting
newly discovered "on-the-edge" whitewater runs is the possibility that boaters
with an exaggerated opinion of their ability
will put on where they don't belong.
Part of the problem is thenecessity of the whitewater rating system to
jam a wide range of expert-level whitewater into the L o top classes. Boaters
who manage to navigate the Upper Yough

(easy class V) find themselves trashed on
the Russell (hard class V). Similarly,
paddlers need to recognize that the Green
is a significant step above the Russell.
In an effort to help boaters relate to the inherent risks of the Green,
veterans of the Narrows have devised an
enlightened new rating system.
A river's difficulty is evaluated
by the number of times a paddler needs
to urinate while scouting.
Using this methodology, the
Green Narrows qualifies as a two-gallon
run.

roadbed into the shape of a pretzel-well,
that road would instantly declared unsafe at any speed.
What does that tell you about
the Green River Narrows?
Prior to the mid 1980s, the Green
Narrows were paddled infrequently and
most of the drops were portaged.
Drought ruled the Southeast
through much of the past decade and
then two years of construction work at
the dam kept the river dry. The dam
work ended in 1988 and the Narrows

The Flume
Six hundred feet a mile. Just
how steep is 600 feet per mile, anyway?
What does that kind of extreme gradient
look like? Worked out in terms of percent-that's a descent of over 11%
When a highway drops at more
that 7%(a mere 400 feet per mile), all hell
breaks loose. The state DOT places flashing warning lights at the top of the grade
and a huge yellow sign imploring truckers to reduce gear.
Even so, man has not found a
way to consistently stay in control while
descendinggradientsof that pitch. Every
week or so, a truck loses its brakes, careens downhill with hideous speed, fails
to negotiate a curve, flops on its side and
strews its load across the shoulder. Not a
pretty sight.
Now, if you tacked on an additional 3% or 4% to the steepest road you
have ever coasteddown, libemlly sprinkled
the pavement with rocks, logs and other
sundry obstructions, then twisted the

were ready to be rediscovered, but for
nearly a year it was impossible to gain
release information on any given day.
Access was limited to the locals (mainly
staffers from the Nantahala Outdoor
Center) who could call Duke Power at 8
a.m. and be at the put-in by 10.
In recent years, Duke Power
became increasingly cooperative in providing release information, and some of
the best hair-boaters from across the East
have made the pilgrimage to test the
Narrows, although at this writing, a total
of less than 50 boaters have made the
descent.
There are 12 major drops, aptly
termed "the Dirty Dozen", in the Narrows section. As the Narrows became a
dependable source of whitewater recreation, expert paddlers gradually chipped
away at the Dirty Dozen until all of the
drops have been run--but not by more
than seven of the region's most daring
paddlers.

he might be right...

...running a drop like the Gorilla
can be better than sex."

1

The put-in to the Narrows is at I
the Tuxedo Power Plant-a typical small
generation facility on the left bank of the
river. Paddlers slide into the water-usually
in fat, plastic boats-and immediately
plunge into action as the river abruptly
plummets over a 10-foot boof.
The next three miles are a delightful warm-up of class 11-111 water
with an occasional IV as the narrow stream
threads between overhanging trees and
lush banks covered with mountain laurel.
Under normal circumstances,
three miles of intermediate rapids would
be filled with jocularity, river small talk
and horse-play. But with the guts of the
Narrows looming just downstream, every
move becomes deliberate. Laughter is
forced. The overwhelming sense of suspense forces the paddler to deposit the
first couple quarts of the two-gallon run.
The tension peaks as the 1-26
bridge swings into view. The entrance to
the Narrows is just a mile downstream.
And once it starts, for the next 3/4 mile,
the river will seem to drop off the face of
the world...

I

Frankenstein

The name of the opening rapid
is Frankenstein. If a paddler could easily
scout the drop--which he can't, because
large boulders obscure the view, this is
what he would see:
From a tiny eddy perched at the
top right, an apparent line leads to the
left across a jet of water directly into a
narrow slot between two large boulders.
The slot abruptly ends in a three foot
drop where the monstrous portion of
Frankenstein begins.
Emerging from the slot, the line
small pyramid rock splits the current,
but where to go--left or right?
The left side drops four feet
directly towards an undercut rock--not
exactly a reassuring route. But the right
option leads to "the jail house": a cave
with a vertical log jam in the middle.
Although paddlers have unintentionally
entered the cave and washed through
unscathed, the bottom of Frankenstein
underscores the serious nature of the
Green: there are no clear choices of safe
lines through its rapids-just routes of
less peril.
After running Frankenstein, the
paddler enters a quarter mile of steep,
continuous water before approaching Boof
or Consequences. This starts the "must

Hammer Factor
scout" rapids of the Dirty Dozen, although scrambling over the large boulders and through thick patches of poison
ivy remains a challenge in itself.
The entrance to Boof or Consequences is a slot approximately three feet
in width filled with roisterous water that
races for 20 feet. Exiting the slot, the
paddler is faced with a hump of water
created by a partially submerged rock.
Boofing off the right side of the hump,
the boater drops eight feet directly into
another tight slot followed by a quick
turn to the left and another four-foot
drop into a small pool.
The paddler has little opportu50

nity to collect himself. The Squeeze, Zwink
Backend and Chief quickly follow. Failure to hit the right line in ail of the rapids
results in direc~nse~uences.
chiefis a
prime example. The correct procedure is
to line up on river left, pick up good
speed and boof into an eddy in the center
of the river. Then you power through the
eddy and slam into a three-foot wide slot
thatdrops eight feet into an eddy.
What happens if an unfortunate paddler fails to make the slot? He'll
probably run backwards over the wrong
side of Chief onto a pinning rock. And
even if he avoids the pinning rock, the
current leads into an undercut rock that

in turn feeds a cave.
Wait a second. What's this article about, anyway? None of this nonsense sounds like fun.
You're right. Hair-boating is
seldom fun. At least not while you're in
the middle of a run.
Great days on the Green can be
the most exciting experience a paddler
can encounter when conditions are perfect-when everyone in the group makes
intelligent decisions whether to run or
portage particular drops, clipping off as
many of the Dirty Dozen as they feel
comfortable with.
But bad days on the Green are
not only a nightmare to the paddler suffering through a poor performance but
can be a heart-stopping experience for
the rest of the group. Watching a friend
struggle through a dangerous rapid can
unravel anyone's nerves. And when the
karma of a group starts to sour-problems seem to snowball.
The condition that separates hairruns from "normal" whitewater is that
failure to make a certain move is not an
option. To miss a required boof, fail to
catch a crucial eddy or blow a critical line
could easily result in injury to the paddler or other members of the party who
have to effect a rescue.
In that situation, even the most
experienced paddlers can experience the
agony of self-doubt. Scouting a rapid is
difficult when your limbs are made of
lead. Lunch breaks are disastrous when
fighting back waves of nausea. No-a
day filled with anxiety can hardly be
considered a pleasant day on the water.
So--what kind ofboater is ready
to paddle the Green? What constitutes a
"hair-boater?"
First, there's the obvious requirement of a n unusual amount of skill and
experience. Their ability to evaluate the
"doability" of a particular drop is based
on years of navigating similar water.
Secondly, a hair-boater is distinguished by a single-minded attitude.
Once he elects to run a certain line, he
becomes almost serene-confident in his
ability to put hisboat precisely where he
intends. It is a singular lack of imagination that mortal paddlers would label
brain-dead.
And finally, hair-boaters are
supreme scramblers. When their bestlaid plans go awry, hair-boaters react
like a "right-stuff' the test pilot of an
experimental aircraft. The jet has just

entered a death spiral, but the pilot calmly
attempts possible solution after possible
solution until the plane either pulls up or
augers in.
Similarly, a hair-boater seldom
panics when the going gets weird, but
exhibits an uncanny ability to improvise
under conditions that would paralyze
normal boaters.
To be perfectly honest, few
whitewater paddlers possess the qualifications of a hair-boater. In fact, few
whitewater paddlers care if they ever
gain those qualifications. After all, class
V-VI water is scary-and it's no fun being
terrified.
But if that description fails to
adequately summarize the exclusivity of
the hair-boater's world, a glimpse at the
next rapid would convince you that the
Green best be left to paddlers who are
redefining the world navigability.

Uiss the eddy and a boater will run
mother 15-foot slide into another hole
ihat is backed with another rock.
Looking up from the bottom of
Zorilla, a paddler views approximately
70 feet of vertical-all technical, fast, pushy
2nd meaty. And while the anticipation
before the drop can be intense--almost
painful-the release at the bottom is intensely satisfying.
A Freudian might nod knowingly at that description--then draw certainconclusions about hair-boaters.And
Hell, he might be right: running a drop
like the Gorilla can be better than sex.

But then, the same might be
said about Green Scream Machine, Rapid
Transit, Nutcracker and Sunshine--four
more tough class V drops within the
Narrows before the river slacks off to
mere class IV boogie water for the final
three miles.
Once the Narrows have been
Although flume repairs are
successfully navigated, the mood of
scheduled for completion in 1991,
boaters paddling the Green perceptibly
Duke Power plans to continue to
lightens. But one named drop remains to
recognize the heavy downstream
be run-the Hammer Factor-just 1/4 mile
whitewater use.
from the takeout.
According to Mary KathAt the Hammer Factor, the river
erine Scarborough of Duke Power
narrows to just 10 feet then drops 10
Corporate Communications, the
vertical feet against the river left bank.
plant will be used as a peak power
Paddlers disappear into the powerful
plant-not always on line.
hole at the bottom that pushes beneath
Even during times when
m undercut rock before making a 90power is produced, Duke plans to
degree turn to the left and swooshing the
hold onto water for weekend recmat out. Even large-volume boats like
reational releases. The Green
Dancers and Corsicas will perform
appears to have a secure future as
mystery moves-disappearing for up to
one of the nation's premier highFive seconds before reappearing downperformance whitewater runs.
stream.
A few minutes later, the Green
rounds an island and the takeout for the
Gorilla has been run, but many Narrows section appears. The takeout
paddlers elect to use the relatively easy for the Narrows and put-in for the easier
portage trail. The reasons are obvious:
downstream section (a one-pint run) are
The entrance to Gorilla starts the same. Novice paddlers heading out
with an &foot boof move into a small for an afternoon of easy play at the class
two-boat eddy. Just below the entire river [I Big and Little Corkies might pass
dumps through a wild three-foot wide physically and mentally drained boatslot that ends immediately above "the ers, dragging their kayaks to the parking
Gorillau--a 20-plus-foot falls.
lot.
After spilling over the Gorilla,
Jeez--could that be fun?
No, it's hair-boating. And right
the Green surges into an eight-foot wide
slot also known as "the Flume." Stretch- now, the Green River Narrows is the
ingfor 90 feet, the Flume funnels water at stream that defines the term.
break-neck speed before careening over
a slide that drops 15 feet into a hole that
is backed up by a hole protruding from
the river left bank.
Just past the hole, fortunate
paddlers will catch an eddy on the right.

OVERFLOW
CREEK
Snapshots of a classic Georgia class V descent
reveal the attraction and peril of hairboating.

By DUDLEY BASS

In the pages of North Carolina Canoeing,
Bob Sehlinger and Don Otey write "If Section IV of
the Chattooga bores you, try Overflow Creek."
They declared it was for "boaters with...a little
insanity." That was the predicament the four of us
found ourselves in one sunny warm afternoon: were
we-all
that bored with Section IV? Heck, after
all, the Chattooga was at a romping 2.8' on the
gauge. In the end we figured we were indeed bored
with Section IV and probably not quite all there in
the head, either. We mainly wanted relief from the
crowds congregating along Section I11 that day for
the recent International Peace Rally. As much as we
enjoyed partying with the Soviets and Costa Ricans,
when it came down to the water, we were seekers of
solitude. So off into the wilderness of North Georgia's Chattahoochee National Forest we went.
Though one zigzags back and forth along
the Georgia-South Carolina border to get there,
Overflow Creeks lies entirely in Rabun County,
Georgia. It flows through the mountains into the
West Fork of the Chattooga River, which in turn
runs into Section I, a mythical hair run which is
illegal to boat. Lower overflow is supposed to be a
beautiful, mellow run for beginner paddlers, but the
Upper section drops 158 feet per mile for four miles
through narrow, boulder-choked gorges with steep,
lovely walls. Rhododendrons thicket the banks like
iron octopi.
It took almost an hour and a half to drive
there from the NOC Chattooga Outpost and set up
shuttle. We rumbled up Three Forks (FSR-86B), a
rough dirt road, and finally, we saw it. Overflow
gushed from a large culvert beneath a bend in the
road to plunge over an ugly waterfall. The creek
dropped about 15 feet onto an enormous boulder
jutting from dense jungle on the left.
"Is that it?" the three of us who had never
seen Overflow before asked. 'Wow!" Do people
run that? Gosh, I've heard all kinds of horror stories
about Overflow, but, man, does the whole goddamn
creek look like that?''
"Naw, most folks put in below that drop,
but the rest of it's pretty steep, too" replied the one
who had only run Overflow once before.
I was surprised how calm I was unloading
my boat and dressing for the trip. I remembered
how terrified I'd been on my first steep creek descents last spring and wondered how long I could
keep fear at bay this time. It won't be long, I chuckled. Hell, I like a good adrenalin buzz anyway. And
this time, unlike an earlier adventure down Slickrockcreek, I carried my camera. It was my intention
to take a lot of pictures. I imagined myself bobbing
peacefully in an eddy shooting glorious waterfall
dramas. Little was I to know that by the end of the
trip I was ready to throw that damn camera away.
We snaked down a steep but short trail and
slid off into a large eddy. It was Wednesday, March
21,1990. The sun was warm, but the water was icy.
I looked about for water moccasins, half expecting

them to drop out of the jungle and wrap around my
neck, but it was too early in the year for venomous
reptiles. The water level was low, but there was still
plenty to paddle. Minimum water levels for Overflow is 2.5 on the Chattooga gauge, with 3.0 a
maximum for open boaters. Being my first time
down Overflow, I did not know whether to sigh
with relief that the water was not pushy or groan
with misery at all the bare rocks to broach on. It was
2:45 PM.
Jeff Nelson and I were the only ones from
NOC. Jeff had run the creekoncebefore and was the
most experienced steepcreeker in the party. Peter
Heller, formerly of NOC and now a writer for
Outside based in Boulder, Colorado, and Landsin

Arnold, a Prijon representative, also from Boulder,
constituted the rest of the group. We all paddled
kayaks: Jeff loved his Jeti, Landis loved his T-Canyon even more, and Peter switched seats just so he
could paddle his Invader. I felt just fine in my AQ.
Overflow is a classic hair run. So many
stories have been told about it by so few people I
wanted to find out for myself. I've been pushing my
limits, and thought myself up to the challenge. I
knew when I put on it would probably be the
hardest thing I've ever paddled, even harder than
the Cascades of the Upper Nantahala, or so I've
heard. I knew people were occasionally killed or
injured attempting such descents. John Dolbeare, a
friend of mine at NOC, died last year on the Lower
Meadow. Feeling nervous, I had to question my
motives. Even though steepcreekin' is fun, it definitely is not playing. I enjoy the physical and mental
challenge if boating on the edge for sustained periods of time, feeling myself become one with the
river, one with nature. There is some strange undefinable spiritual joy in reverting back to sheer animal instinct, as if shedding layers of civilized thought
brings one closer todeity. Perhaps the degeneration
back into animal is superior to the phony and
dangerous fragility of man separating himself from
nature. I mumbled my prayers to the River Gods

and turned downstream toward the first horizon.
Before we knew it we werebombing down
steep, technical class 3 rapids. Nature upped the
ante as we caromed down nasty, twisting class 4
falls ferrying from one eddy to thenext. ThLsun was
out, the sky a gorgeous deep blue ribbon above
giant slabs of stone. We blasted down the creek,
laughing and joking among ourselves yet with a
strong reverence for what were on. The river went
around a bend and then dropped into a dark, quarter-mile long class 5 chasm. i pivoted around ;ocks
and hammered down one rollingdrop after another
between immense rock walls rising up into the
overhanging gloom. Maybe this was Twilight, but
we weren't familiar with the names. Feeling like I'd
been bouncing on a roller coaster, I duffecked into
an eddy with the others and whooped. I felt good.
In control. Though while in the middle of the run I
was thinking, "Damn, I can't take no pictures in this
kinda shit!"
The river scraped through a class 3 and
then vanished to the left. We eddied out. Seven-car
Pile-up we think, though we weren't sure. "Things
start to get hard now," Jeff warned. Overflow dropped
about 20 feet off broken ledges into a boiling horseshoe hydraulic edged by an undercut bank. Our
first runnable class 6. There was an obvious high
water route sliding off the far right, but it was too
low and rocky today. We walked.
Webombed down the rivera little bit more
and came to another5/6drop, a jaggeddoubledrop
through three bad holes onto a barely submerged
rockpile. Even the sneak route looked wicked. We
looked long and hard. Maybe this was Gravity, or
was it Swiss Cheese? We weren't certain. We were
eager to run it, but it just did not look possible. As
we scouted, a beautiful rainbow formed in the mist
tossed up by the falls. A sign for good luck? We
threw a log in. It dropped gracefully over the falls,
then pinned vertically at the bottom. The log jerked
and typewritered around in a circle while still erect,
then broke into pieces. We walked again.
Finally after more 3/4 rapids, we came to
the lip of another waterfall. We didn't mind getting
out of our boats to scout, but we were getting tired
of walking. We looked again. The river plunged 30
feet down a big V-shaped funnel pocked with exploding humps of water into a deep, clean pool.
Class 5. We ran it. I didn't even flip. Peter, however,
nearly blew out his shoulder was he airbraced
through one of those exploding humps of water. It
didn't bother him then, but the next day he claimed
his shoulder was so sore it tortured him to pull on
his shirt. Landsin was gonzo crazy. He couldn't
believe he ran that thing. Whoopin' and grinnin'.
Jeff just sat in hisJeti all cooland mellow and smiled.
Well, I just couldn't sit still. I had to get in some
whoopin' and grinnin', too. We heard thisdrop was
called "Singless," as in you lose your voice going
over the falls, but later discovered it was really
named "Singlee" or "Singley"" in honor of the first
person to run it. Shucks, I sort of liked the first

explanation better.
We then entered the rapids of what we
thought was probably Swiss Cheese, a long class 4/
5 pitch through many offset drops and tight chutes.
The canyon walls narrowed in on us as I paddled
over the first drop. Elated after running the bigfalls,
I made a mistake. Not having enough speed, I
dropped off a weird slide that threw me into a pinning rock. I should have gone right, but got thrown
left into a chute. My boat wedged and stopped. The
bank was undercut just enough so that my boat
suddenly rolled upside down. I got slammed on
rocks in shallow water and tried fiercely to roll.
Every time I set up the paddle got ripped out of one
hand or the other. Goddamn it, I'm gonna roll! So I
hung in there and started bashing over drops and
running out of air. What was it Charlie Walbridge
has written recently on boaters hanging in so long
they pinned and died?I bailed out fast. Saw horizon
lines ahead. Stroked for shore like a madman. Didn't
even attempt to hold on to my gear and float feet
first. I powered up the bank and was scrambling
back upstream with a swollen elbow and a big
bruise on my ass.
The others had saved my boat. Somewhat
embarrassed, I hooked up my breakdown paddle
and joined them in an eddy. Directly below was the
crux of the rapids. All the water funnelled through
a nasty slot split bya wedge-shaped rockcovered by
an inch or two of water. The slot-funnel was also a
5-foot falls. "Someone once pinned in there and
broke his boat," Jeff told us matter-of-factly. "So
run right over the top of the rock and jump it." All
four of us obeyed and had clean lines. I found my
paddle, then Peter discovered his ankles were throbbing. Apparently he'd bruised them when he pitoned in one of the upper drops of Swiss Cheese.
Below us lurked the Marginal Monster, a
class 6nightmare. Overflow Creek blasted over two
big drops, each one into a horrible hole. Then the
water poured over a third drop wit most of it
sluicing down a lethally undercut chute that could
barely be sneaked. A few more drops followed
before the creek dumped into a large eddy. Most
people walk it, though it has been run successfully.
Jeff had tried during his first trip down Overflow,
and had gotten stuck in the top hole and swam. It
was a horrendous swim, but he emerged unscathed.
That was enough. He was walking the Monster
today, and we followed.
Before one could portage the Monster,
however, we first had to run the class 4 entrance
rapids into an eddy on river left. Called Igor, it
consisted of eddyhopping through a complex maze
with an enormous, house-sized boulder at the end
in the middle of the current. The rock was badlv
undercut and connected to shore by a jumble of
boulder sieves on the right. Jeff, who was leading,
somehow found himself shoved toward the undercut rock. I saw him struggling to backpaddle before
he disappeared from view. I yelled to Peter. We
eddied out and grabbed rescue gear. Peter and I

climbed up a face of mossy rock and scrambled up
a steep bank clustered with rhododendrons. Fell
from rotten wood as Peter lunged ahead. I tried to
race, but found myself crawling on hands and
knees. Stumbling and cursing, I popped back down
to the water to behold a frightening sight.
Jeff was sucked into the boulder sieve up
to the cockpit. Landsin and Peter were both leaning
over the rockpile from above gripping Jeff by the
shoulders of his lifejacket. Jeff had let go of his
paddle and was bracing himself against the narrow
tunnel with his head bent back beneath the rock.
Landsin and Peter looked very tired and scared
while Jeff wobbled there on the edge of death cracking jokes. It was an incredible view. If Landsin had
not reached him in time, Jeff most certainly would
have been pulled underwater into the undercut
sieve and jammed without being able to wet-exit.
Even if he had managed to swim through, it would
have spat him directly into the Marginal Monster. I
was ashamed to admit it, but my first instinct was to
take a picture.
It would have been a fantastic picture! I
imagined Landsin's and Petefs gripping faces, JefPs
contorted body, colorful paddling clothes against
raw rock, all plastered on the pages of magazines
and newspapers. My Nikon was fastened to my
PFD. For a nanosecond I wavered, but I didn't have
any time. A man'slife wasat stake,and I was scared.
I inched into the water around a steep boulder to
grab Jeff's stern grabloop bobbingout of the water.
The sieve started sucking me in and the water got
too deep. I glued myself to the rock and reached out
as far as I could reach. "Hurry!" Landsin hissed
while Jeff mumbled funny stories. Peter appeared
about to lose his balance any minute. I couldn't
reach Jeff. Wishing for a rescue hook, I gripped a
carabiner with a prussic attached and extended my
arm. I could barely reach Jeff. After what seemed
like hours, I managed to biner into Jeff's bobbing
boat and pull him out. I gave him a hug while the
son-of-a-bitch smiled.
John Dolbeare's ghost came back to haunt
us from the Lower Meadow. The authors of North
Georgia Canoeing did warn us that "at least one
highly skilled boater nearly lost his life on the creek
recently." What goes on in the mind of rescuer and
victim? Itall seems a flashingblur of action, instinct,
and rapid-fire thinking. Everything goes into a
numbing overdrive of gut-wrenching fear, yet we
were ecstatic and self-congratulatory over the successful rescue. My friends and I were elated, but we
were really justlucky.Matters like what typeof boat
Jeff paddled come into play. If he had beenina creek
squirt boat, like Whitney Shields was in when he
was killed on the Lower Meadow ten days after
Dolbeare, Jeff might have joined them. A radical
low-volume boat like a Screamin' Meanie could
possibly have been sucked down deep underwater,
but Jeff's Jeti, being a big-volume spud, floated up
through the sieve currents, enabling a speedy rescue. A paddlehook would have aided an even

quicker rescue.
After the near-miss in Igor and a difficult
portage around the Marginal Monster, we paddled
on through more continuous class 3-4+ rapids. This
time Jeff was using Landsin's break down, the
second time such paddles were used today. It was
getting late, and we were exhausted. I hadn't had
anything to eat all day save a few cookies for lunch,

and the other three were tired from staying up late
the night before chugging vodka. When we arrived
at the last class 5, a minefield of rocksand holes called
Pinball, weelected to portage from sheer exhaustion.
We normally would have run it, but by this time we
were too tired to feel gonzo. Then Landsin spied
Jeff's paddle in an eddy halfway down Pinball and
elected to run. He had a clean line all the way down
and saved the paddle. We waited for him at the
bottom, then cast off together into the waning light.
The sun was out of view and the temperature dropping. All four of us shivered from time to time and
conversation gradually died out as we concentrated
on getting down the river.
There were more continuous class 3 rapids
and a few more challenging class 4 drops. We were
water zombies. Numb and tired, we struggled to
maintain attention. I caught myself paddling sloppily into an eddy near an undercut and berated
myself. Tired and cold, I reminded myself this was
no place to screw up. Overflow Creek is inanincredibly remote gorge, hours away from any hospital. At
long last the river mellowed out, and there was the
bridge signalling the take-out. It was 630. Gonzo
fever returned for one last dance as we yahooed our
way up the last steep, rhododendron-covered bank
to the van. We sobered down as thoughts turned
back to the near-misses of the day. Of the four of us,
only Landis emerged unharmed. I stared over into
thedarkeninggorge, wondering why I was paddling
such stuff, why I was pushing myself so close to the
edge. Whatwas the point? It was beyondbeauty. The
beautiful nightmares of Overflow had seduced me
with its awesome power, and I vowed to return.
Maybe to take more pictures.
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PIG-BOATER?

TECHNO-WEENIE?

Rivalries surface
a s squirt boats submerge
By PETER COGAN
It's like a disc. I was in the water,
but I had no momentum, and I was always
tipping over. And I was always bracing -you can't sit in it upright
--First Timer in a Squirt Boat
Onedayjust changed the layout of
my paddling season. I couldn't believe I was
relaxed about getting stern squirted in Class
V water. It was no big deal. By the end of the
day I was comfortable.
--First Timer in a Squirt Boat
The two weekend releases on
the West River in Jamaica, Vermont are
usually a circus, occasionally a horror
show, and often a good time. The crafts
include the latest low volume squirt boats
with wild, custom graphics, the standard roto-molded plastic boats, canoes
of all types, and the true daredevils of
our rivers: tubers. Or as Nealy said, natu-

ral selection still at work.
The first wave is a beauty, and
we surf it for hours. I was on it, paddling
a low volume Screamin' Meanie, when a
red, plastic "spud" boat plopped onto
the wave from above, the paddler ignoring the five or so others waiting in line in
each eddy on the sides of the wave. I
paddled into the eddy, unwilling to be
"spudded," wondering if this wasn't
another case of plastic vs. glass, surface
vs. squirt, roto-molded vs. radical.
Regardless of his intentions, it
was typical of a New England (and national?) problem: the peaceful coexistence of plastic and glass boats. While
certainly not on par with the emergence
of Eastern Europe as a global issue, it
affects a core group of serious river runners, and demands attention. These are
the observations of a New England kayaker, watching the battles from nearby
eddies, and occasionally becoming involved in a skirmish or two.

As kayaking has undergone a
mini-explosion in New England, the
community of paddlers have divided:
plasticvs. glassboaters. While the racing
community has always been a part of
New England paddling, a new group -the squirt boaters, paddling custom fiberglass and kevlar boats -- have appeared within the last few years, and
tensions have surfaced.
Essentially, it's as if new crafts
suddenly invaded the waters, taking over
surfing waves and holes, their practitioners often wearing clothing whose colors are more often seen at an up-scale ski
resort, and speaking a new language.
Truly, these boats were being paddled
by aliens.
Squirt boaters talked about
"splatting' in orgasmic tones. "Mystery
moves" and "rocket moves" were discussed in intricate detail, with the word
"subsurface" often being used. "5 over
6,"
....the list went on.

The boats themselves added to boaters went their separate ways. Stere- ger, steeper waves, the glass boats can
the mystery. Simple but bold roto-molded otypes emerged. Plastic boatkrs were ride steeper waves by digging in the tail,
colors were out. Pinstripes were gone. "novices." They got in the way. They sat and thus surf at a shallower angle. In
Instead, multicolored crafts, some with on the eddy lines. If you saw one, it was plastic, he says, "you give up 10-20 denear day-glo detail, appeared. Some had no big deal, because they'd be blown grees." Finally, composite boats offer a
splatter patterns on the bottom, others downstream fast anyway. Squirt boat- better fit, and thus faster response.
Nevertheless, he sees distinct
splatter patterns on top. Jackson Pollack ers, on the other hand, were "hip." They
would have had a field day. Grab loops were on the cutting edge of kayaking. advantages, and a clear market, to a plastic
in pink, designsetched on the stem deck..it But they thought they owned the eddies. boat which he paddles when not racing.
Their razoredged bows and sterns came Plastic is obviously an intelligent choice
was chaos.
And finally, of course, theboats dangerously close. But to them, the more for beginners, given its durability. IYs
paddled, well, differently. Some seemed radical, the louder, the wilder - the bet- easier to learn the basic skills in a boat
to be under water most of the time. Others ter.
that is a stable as kayaks can get. In
Not so, of course. Like Eastern addition, you don't have to repair a plascould slide into holes and surf them as if
they were waves. A squirt boat would Europe, the issue is considerably more tic boat. Well, almost never. Finally, their
greater volume makes endering and hole
enter an eddy in at least three different complex.
Plastic boaters aren't turkeys, playing easier.
ways: the standard sweep and Dufek
The issue of "attitude" on the
stroke; a lean forward and sweep stroke and glass boaters aren't the hottest of the
so that the paddler entered bow first like hot. My friend Bob, an excellent (plastic) river is subtler. His theory is that squirters
a corkscrew entering a bottle of wine; a boater with a glass race boat, offers a tend to be boaters who have paddled
reverse sweep with the squirtist hitting balanced perspective. He sees the issue longer than most, and have a sense of
the eddy on his back, and the bow doing as composite boats versus plastic boats, community from the proverbial "old
a pirouette. The view from the eddy: as opposed to squirt vs. plastic.Sure, the days":
glass boats can do more: they are lighter
These are folks who have been
bizarre.
And what happened next is and more maneuverable. In addition, in the sport longer, long enough to reknown to all New England paddlers: the while plastic boats tend to either get member when it was a pretty tight boatplastic boaters and the squirt or low volume "blown out" or "endered out" on big- ing community. The sport started small.

Crowded eddies with boaters waiting to play: the problem is compounded by divergent paddling styles.

Three to four years ago it exploded, and
since these guys started earlier, they've
moved onto different
boats. They have a new tight community. They have set themselves apart to
be different from the rest of the crowd.
Bob also sees the squirt boats as
a "new twist" to kayaking. 'You run a
river alot, and you eventually want more

excitement. As you get more comfortable on the same river, you keep striving
for bigger water, more challenges." Squirt
boats thus become a "new frontier" for
kayaking.
Maybe. I see it as a deeper issue, involving the unique psycheof New
England. A combination of the work
ethic and the Puritan attitude that lingers

in us all. John Calvin, the quintessential
New Englander, would have loved paddling in this area. Cold, rainy March days
with little hope of salvation or sun. Near
frozen fingers and toes, compounded by
35 degree water. A seemingly whimsical
season, offering no guarantees of water,
but only steady prayer to the Gods -- the
rain Gods.

Which of these boaters would you buy a used kayak from?

Whichof theseboaters would
you buy a used kayak from?
Which of these boaters would
you prefer to drive your shuttle?
Whichof these boaters would
allow to date your sister?
Which of theseboaters would
you ask to run safety for you?
Stereotypes are prevalent in
our society. It seems to be an unavoidable human failing for one group to
look down on another.
Boaters are no exception. In
the East, it seems to a common attitude
among low-volume glass boaters that
paddlers in plastic craft are bumbling

geeks.
Conversely, plastic boaters often regard their low-volume brethren as
mindless show-offs who have forgotten
the original purpose of whitewater boating-running
a river.
1n reality, the low-volumeglass
boats d o require a higher degree ofskill
to handle in difficult water. And like a
finely-tuned sports car--a squirt boat can
offer a higher degree of performance
when paddled by an expert.
However, it is a matter of fact
that there are plenty of squirt boats out
there that are paddled by individuals
with inadequate skills. And the resulting

mayhem creates problems for surface
and squirt boaters alike.
And there are plenty of surface boaters on the river, who for reasons of comfort, durability or economics, prefer their old stand-bys. Still,
they can make their Dancer d o everything but stand up and sing.
These new stereotypes are
crazy. The boat doesn't make the paddler.
And, oh, yeah--the answer to
those opening four questions: none of
them.
They all look like typical white
water scum.--chris koll

And Calvin would have paddled
plastic. Plastic boats take work to move.
They are limited in their range: they paddle
on the surface only. They can "surf,"
"play," and "ender." They come in sedate blues and reds, banana yellow, simple
black and whites. Perfect for the Puritan
Paddler.
Squirt boats, on the other hand,
are radical. A squirt-boating Puritan is a
contradiction in terms. "SplatteI" graphics, for example, upset the entire surface
boat reality. Each boat is an individual
statement, while each type takes the
paddler further and further away from
the old, simple days Surface Reality. What
God-fearing New Englander, for example,
would ever be seen in a Screamin' Meanie?
That's the devil's work, man. What staid
New Englander would be caught doing
a mystery move? It sounds illegal. No.
Better off to play it safe, stay within the
confines of Surface Reality, avoid the
complexities, irregularities and metaphysical wanderings of the crafty squirt boats.
Who knows where they will bring you?
Squirt boats are anathema to
the New England work ethic. Because of
their design and weight, you don't need
to work as hard. Surfing a wave is the
clearest example; you canuse the tail and
your body weight to move the boat, rather
than pushing on the paddler. In other
words, you work less, and play more.
Heresy! Heresy! Calvin would say.
Finally, Fear, a constant in the
Calvinist religion, is mitigated with squirt
boats. Just watch what happens when
two boaters -squirt and plastic -go through
one large hole.
It doesn't matter really. The issue
is Fun on the River, and fun canbe had by

all. Of course, mixed groups remain
problem. Different boats can surf different waves. Different boaters play different spots -- surface boaters would bored
silly in the same eddy a squirt boater
could play all day in. Some want to
ender, while some want to splay. Some
want to blast holes, some want to side
surf. These are difficult choices - regional,
national, international.
Certainly, however, some initial guidelines can be tentatively suggested for the sake of interspacial harmony.
J+r Those in Plastic
.When you see five squirt boaters in an eddy, avoid the urge to see them
as bowling pins. Rather than crash into
them, chest-high, enter the eddy gracefully, perhaps saying"So,uh, you guys
from around here?"
.Try to be friendly. Instead of
"is there really a boat underneath you"
or "are you a paraplegic?"y
"Gee,
that's an interesting design. Let me get to
the side of this eddy, away from the eddy
line."
SWhenapproachinga play-spot
from upstream, look for a holding pattern in the eddy. There usually is one.
.Speak the same language. Talk
about rivers, politics, Conrad's "Heart of
Darkness." Avoid references to new steps
in the roto-molding process, durability
issues, and the merits of Harmony paddles.
Don't calla squirt boater a "squirt head,"
a "techno-weenie," or especially a
"podimasochist."
-Enjoy and respect the river.
Kayakers are still kayakers, regardless of
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vhat they are paddling.
For Those in Glass
-When entering an eddy filled
with plastic boats, play it cool. Don't d o
a ninja -- arrive more or less on the
surface, bow generally in the water. Avoid
asking stupid questions like "Can you
blast this hole" or "where's the squeeze
in this eddyline?"
-don't be contentious. Saying
'I
used to paddle plastic in the early
eighties" or "did you pack a cooler in
that boat" is not appropriate. Calling a
surface boater a "river turkey," a "spud
boater," or a "pig boater" is definitely
out.
Communicate. Talk in the language of rivers, not of boats. Say "you
really should have hit that eddy higher"
instead of "gee, you maxxed out your
charc into the squeeze way too early,
dude." Those listening to subsurface
communications, complete with subsurface jargon, might want to put you subsurface.
.Share with your plastic buddies. Two minutes on a wave is long
enough, even if you don't need
paddle.
.Enjoy and respect the river.
Kayakers are still kayakers, regardless of
what they are paddling.
Editor's Note: Peter Cogan learned topaddle
in a Perception Quest, and then used a
Mirage, followed by a Dancer. He now paddles
- not squirts - a New Wave Vampire and a
Screamin'Meanie. He is tkePresident of the
Kayak and Canoe Club of Boston and hails
from Vermont.

've'got a friend"

"Right" and "Left" are only paddle commands
when a former cold warrior finds himself
trapped in a raft pitching
through Bull Sluice
with five Russian
.
madmen.

Chuya River in Siberia of the USSR in the
spring since about 1979. Here they would
compare gear and engage in rafting
'There! Right over there! That's
the last eddy to take out if we want to competition.
Project RAFT (Russians And
scout Bull Sluice."
Americans For Teamwork) was started
"Nyet!! Ve go! Da??!!"
in 1986 by two Californians, Jib Ellison
"DA!!!!" said the crew.
All but one, that is. We hurtled past and Mike Grant "to further the mutual
the eddy of last resort as I silently said a understanding and cooperationbetween
string of curse words, despair words, nations....by providing a model of teamand a prayer...in that order. I briefly work for survival." Through joint Soconsidered abandoning ship but we were viet-American whitewater rafting trips,
already in the approach rapid. My Sovi- Project RAFT has brought hundreds of
ets were going to run the "Bull" at 2.8 Americans and Soviets together.
In 1988, Project RAFT was inwithout even a glance! I couldn't help
them much. ~ h e f s p k ealmost no ~ n ~ l i s hvited to send a team to the Chuya Rally.
and I spoke even less Russian. Six paddles That led, in 1989, to seven American
dug in as we looked down the gut at a teams and fifteen teams from other parts
large pillow on the horizon. About two of the world being invited to participate
hundred people lined the two sides of in the rally. The Soviet Peace Fund covthe rapid. As our six person raft hurtled ered the in-country costs for all the fortowards the edge, I could hear the noise eign teams once they arrived inMoscow.
It was now a true international
of crowd antidpation rise as we got closer
event and when the Soviet Peace Fund
to the drop.
My father became an engineer proposed that in 1990, the rally be held in
in 1942 and spent WW I1 working in the the United States, Project RAFT and The
Brooklyn Naval Yard. His project...the
Norden bombsight...the target...Germany
and Japan. His effort from behind the
lines helped the USA achieve the technological superiority that helped win
that war.
In 1945, I came along. Thirty
years later, I was employed by a
German company. Seven years after
that, I was employed by a Japanese
company.
The first-born son employed by people
that the father had helped to bomb.
And now, at the age of 45, I was in
raft with 5 Soviets helping to literally carry the Russian flag on Arnerican soil: I, who had serGed durinn
Nantahala Outdoor Center eagerly ac" Nam,
to help stem the "red tide" was riding in cepted the sponsorship and Nantahala
a "red raft" towards the edge of the '90 was conceived. The statement of
"Bull".
purpose is simple and direct. 'There is
I had heard about Nantahala no more effective means of developing
'90in 1989. Almost as soon as the Ameri- teamwork and trust than literally putcan teams returned from the 1989 Chuya ting people in the same boat where they
Rally in Siberia in the Soviet Union, the must work together to negotiate a deword was out. The Russians are coming! manding whitewater river; and there is
The world is coming!
no more effective way of developing
Several forces were at work to compassion, friendship, and ultimately,
make this happen. River running in the the world peace we all long for, than to
Soviet Union is very much a homemade involve people in a large sporting event
operation. Since it is relatively easier to at a remote site."
make homemade tubes that float, than to
The remote site was Wesser,
make kayaks or canoes, the Soviets tend North Carolina. The sportingevent was
to paddle rafts and catarafts. Soviets Nantahala '90, sixdaysof rafting, kayakhave been gathering on the banks of the ing, and triathalon events during the week

By JOE GREINER

of March 18 to 25. Eventually forty-one
teams from seventeen nations were there.
Twelve American and twelve Soviet teams
made up the bulk of the teams. There
were also teams from Nepal, India, New
Zealand, Costa R i a (two), Poland, Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Guatemala, Canada (two) and others.
Like any birth, this one had its
gestation period. Funding was somewhat slow and then major sponsorships
came from Extrasport, General Motors,
and the Lyndhurst Foundation. Chums,
Perception, and Jack Daniels were among
the event sponsors. About one hundred
other groups, individuals, and organizations donated time, materials, and money.

A

'

Time rolled on and the child started to
take shape, nurtured by its volunteers
and its parents.
Some births are easy. This one
wasn't. As the teamsgatheredin Atlanta
on Friday, storm clouds were dumping
about 4 inches of rainover theNantahala
watershed. The river rose alarmingly
high and eventually overflowed into the
parking lots. Slalom gates that had been
hung in anticipation of the visitors were
washed away. As the water receded, the
NOC looked like a river delta. Crews
were hurriedly gathered to shovel muck
and lay gravel. The local quarry opened
on Sunday to help provide rock and
gravel. The teams were advised to stay
anextra night in Atlanta. Theroads were

Strapped on the tubes of a cataraft like a C- 1,
paddlers are able to achieve a high degree of
maneuverability with the inflatable.

herous and the campsites at Tsali
just beginning to dry out.
Finally, Sunday saw the teams
e and set up camp. The parade in
In City was held. The openingcerees were held at Swain County Park
he teams ate the first of many meals
xth Carolina barbecue.
ntahala'90 had survived childbirth.
ved to volunteer that same night.
I had read about the purpose of
vent and felt that givingone week to
ause was worthit. Many others felt
lame and most of the volunteers
set to work to repair and prepare
lalom course on Monday. This was
a practice day.
Then, I met Lev. And the seeds
sown for my date with the "Bull".
?vand I go back a long way. He is
nally from the USSR but now lives
works in Philadelphia. He was at
ahala '90 to be an interpreter.
.ere were three events on the schedlatcalled forakayaker. It seems that
.a1 of the teams came from areas
.e kayaking was almost unknown
use of lack of boats or skills or both.
ral teams wanted to add a kayaker.
Id I be interested?? Would I??? Do
s flow downhill??? The next thing I
II,I was being introduced to six stal-

wart fellows from the city of Perm, USSR.
Perm is very near the somewhat arbitrary Asian/European border. They called
themselves Team Eurasia. We shook
hands. I was accepted. I would paddle
kayak in the two kayak slalom events
and in the river rescue event. I felt bad
about letting down the volunteers, but
when I wasn't competing, I still could
help out.
On Monday evening, a meeting
of the competitioncommittee reaffirmed
that there may only be six members on a
:cam. It was all right if teams wanted to
lhange rosters to add skills. It was even
.nkeeping with the intention of the event
io become an international team by adding
American kayakers to foreign teams. But,
khere could only be six competitors per
team.
When I heard that, I thought
that it would be most unfair of me to take
someone's place who had come ten time
zones to participate. Later that evening,
Ifound Levand Team Eurasia. I thanked
them for their invitation but said that I
:ouldn't take anyone's place and that I
would just help out asa volunteer which
was what I came to d o in the first place.
After that was translated, one of the
team members in back started to point
wildly at himself and say in Russian

"Me!! Me!! Me!!". After some confusion, I found out that they had really only
brought five competitors. The sixth person
was to be a videographer and photographer. He did not want any part of the
raftingevents. If I wouldbein the raft for
all the six person raft events, paddle
kayak for them, thencould Ibe their sixth
competitor? Do rivers run downhill??
That night, I worried. I was no
better than middle-of-the-pack as a
competitive kayaker. What if I was on a
team of raft studs that was going to be in
contention? Athletes say that representing one's country really gives you an
extra shot of "juice". I was going to be
representing someone else's country. (This
is one weird feeling.) I couldn't let them
down.
But, not to fear, they were also middleof-the-pack, as they showed in the four
person raft slalom and the two person
cataraft slalom. My middle finish in the
first kayak slalom relaxed all of us. At
the end of three events and the first day,
it was obvious, they were not studly and
neither was I. We were going to be able
to compete and have fun and not be
under any pressure from each other to
finish high.
That night, David Bolling from
Friends Of The River led a program that

ended with each of the team captains
walkingto themicrophoneand tellingus
a little about a river or rivers that meant
something special to that team. They
had been asked to bring a flask of water
from their river($.
After the talk, the flask was emptied
into a large silver tureen. TheNantahala,
the Chattooga, the Chuya, the Penobscot, the Deerfield, the Volga, the Pacuare, the Shotover, the Ganges, the Trisuli,
the Grand Canyon, the Rogue, the
American, and the Stanislaus all mingled
in the bowl. The team captains drew out
a bit of that water to take it back with
them. Once mingled, the water was

We handed in our map to be
scored and paddled off to have fun at the
"Bull". I had been told that everyone
had been briefed about the rapid. I assumed that my teammates would stop
and look at it. When we paddled by the
last eddy, I could hear that long, drawn
out ooooooo sound.
Chattoooooga!!! I could hear that
bass. Chattoooooga!!! I could hear the
"Bull". It was no longer musical.
I was now a living (at least for
now) embodiment of the Nantahala '90
statement of purpose. I was in the same
boat with five, grinning, possibly crazed
Soviets negotiating a demanding whitewater rapid. f yelled in fear.
They took it for excitement and yelled
l over
2 right
, and
rough
ottom

inseparable. We were not quite so
mingled ....y et.
We broke into teams and departed for
camp.
Chattooga. The name has a musical
quality to it. Draw out the ooooo sound,
add a little bass, and it becomes threatening. Chattoooooga!! On the second day
of the event, we went to the Chattooga
for onenteering in six person rafts. Given
a map, a compass, a pin, and six checkpoints to locate, we started out at seven
minute intervals from the Fall Creekputin. While this was billed as a competition, you couldn't prove it by theattitude
of someof the rafts. Some team members
were seen napping as the rest of the team
scoured the woods after the checkpoints.
The course ended just above Bull Sluice.
The paddling and the river had been
musical, so far.

hole. We could hear the approving roar
of the crowd over the roar of the rapid. I
don't know about "developing compassion, friendship, and ultimately world
peace". I do know that we developed an
elevated heart rate, temporarily dilated
pupils, and a raft full of water.
We checked to be sure we had
everybody, paddled to shore, dumped
the raft, and shook hands. "Hmmm.
Maybe this idea is working after all."
Then came the hand signals. The
number two. Fingers walking. Pointing
upstream. Idiotic grins. Pointing at me.
"Oh No!! I think they want to walk back
upstream and do it a second time......with
me!!." Well, if I could serve two years in
Uncle Sam's Marine Corps, then I guess
that I could d o this for peace.
Just then, another raft hit the
hole tooslowlyand stuck fast. At first, all

six paddlers were enjoying the ride. Then,
the raft did not respond to any of the
escape tries. Then, there were four. Then,
there were three. Ropes were thrown.
Too many ropes. Then there were two.
One of them was tangled ina rope. Then
just him. He was struggling to get a rope
from around his neck. He succeeded just
before, he too flushed out of the raft.
Now, there was just the raft. Fortunately, someone had attached
a line to a D-ring and it was trailing off
downstream. Two other rafts had to get
on the line and paddle downstream before the raft was freed.
Did that stop Team Eurasia??
Only long enough to look at the fun! Up
and over the rocks we went, into the
water, and down we came a second time.
No problem.
Wait. Three fingers. Walking
motions. Pointing at me. To my knowledge, no other team did it more than
once. We went up and did it again to
make our total three. Troika. Friendship.
It was starting to get through to
me what was happening and what I had
become a part of. One of teams was from
United Germany. There were members
from BOTH East and West Germany in
the same raft. I wondered when the last
time there was a United Germany team
in international competition.
Manv of the teams were really a poly-

participated in the 1989 Chuya rally
and the ~ u s i a nmen gave them that
name last year.
The mingling of the waters from the
night before gave way to the mingling of
the teams tonight.
The place was South East Expeditions, near the Chattooga. The food
was the ever presentbarbecue and beans.
The music was pure Appalachian provided by David Holt. Even if you don't
know English...try not singing to Mountain Dew...try not tapping your foot to
Ole Joe Clark. David played several
mountain instruments (including himself, when he did quite a hambone solo)
and everybody got dancing and singing
to Rocky Top. One of my team later
wanted to find Rocky Top on a Tennessee map. It took some doing, but I explained that Rocky Top was more a state
of mind than an exact location.

ground.

Author Joe Greiner competes for Russian team during kayak portion of
Nantahala '90 Rallv.

David wanted to take a break.
We wouldn't let him. He finally had to
do an encore before he could take his
break. As quickly as he left the stage,
audience members took up the instruments. The banjo was now being played
with a Moscovian accent.
Animals, as part of their natural
defenses, maintain a physical zone.
You can approach an animal only so
closely and then it will move off. So it is
with us. This night, the physical zones
between
regardless of how big or
how small, brovke down. People were
touching and hugging, swaying in unison to Russian tunes that we had no idea
what the words were.
Russians, in hm, were hopping around
to Appalachian bluegrass. But that
physical space, or comfort zone, that we
all possess had been shattered for at least
that evening. There was a closeness, a
camaraderie, a warmth in the air that
made me think this could be the springtime season for peace.
At least in this corner of the world.
About the same time I had that thought,
I looked at my watch and realized that it
was March 22. Only two days before the
calendar had marked the end of winter
and the beginning of spring. I couldn't
believe that this was just a coincidence.
I was struck tonight by the total
indifference to the results of today's
competition. I never heard one team ask
another how many checkpoints they found

or how fast they found them. Instead I
heard: "How did your team d o in Bull
Sluice? Did you see the raft that got
caughtin the holeat thebottom? Weren't
you the team that flipped? Is everyone
on your team OK?'.
All this week, we were transported in fifteen-passenger vans, two
teams to a van. The organizers deliberately paired American teams with Russian teams. It was an hour and a half ride
back from the Chattooga to the camp-

Appalachian
bluegrass,
Moscovian banjos, concern for each other,
indifference to results, long rides together.
The mingling had begun in earnest.
I ran through some interesting
feelings today. Today was my first day
in the raft with my team. I was in a raft
with five Russians (Communists).
I am old enough to remember the
McCarthy hearings. Communist was a
BAD thing to be. I didn't know why. I
just learned that it was. When you learn
something so early in life, it is hard to
unlearn. The Russians have long been
the "enemy" in the wintry cold war.
Now, here I was trusting my health and
safety to five people whom I could only
communicate with through
gestures. And yet, it worked. We were
a team. We helped each other.
Indeed, we were in one small world
together, being carried along in time on
the current that is the Chattooga, working together, finding the checkpoints,
traveling on, crossing the finish line.
The next day was triathalon day.
The first team member rode a seven mile
UPHILL bike ride. Our second member
retraced five of those miles in a downhill
run to the Nantahala put-in where he
tagged the raft and then the remaining
four of us paddled the eight mile leg on
the Nantahala. That night, the mingling
continued. Fontana Village had all the
competitors over for (surprise) barbecue
and beans. Then, we all learned western-

The river rescue event-In which all the members of the crew were forced to
swim--proved one of the Rally's top spectator favorites.

style square dancing. Dosi-do is the same in Russianand Englishbut there
was an interpreter for
many of the calls. It was
becoming harder and
harder to separate the
teams into national categories.
Friday came.
Usually a good day. The
end of the week. Pack the
vehicle. Head for the
mountains. Set up camp.
A day of anticipation.
Rivers to run in the
morning. Anticipation
WAS in the air. Today
was the river rescue event.
In a two hour span, there
would be a GUARANTEED two hundred swimmers below Nantahala
Falls. This was a bloodthirsty crowd's fondest
dream. And every comA week of rain prior to the competition guarenteedjuicy water levels for rafters.
petitor's dreaded nightmare. All but one f;om
each team would swim today. The air boaters in the world were going to swim. the second set of slalom races was held
temperature 50 degrees. The water It didn't make any difference how many on the Nantahala.
The race committee set up a giant
first descents or medals that Eric Magnetemperature, much colder that that.
A raft with three paddlers and son, Rafael Gallo, Eric Nies, Gordon Brand, slalom of about one-half mile from above
paddles would start well above Nan- John Kennedy, Sue Norman, Kathy Bolin, Nantahala Falls to just below the bridge
tahala Falls and negotiate gate number or Tom DeCuir had. They were going to for thekayakers. The six person raftsaid
the two person catarafts ran the same
one. Only after the raft had cleared gate swim!!
And swim we did. The crowd course except the course was extended
one could a swimmer start from an iscould not get enough. Each team had through the notorious Wesser Falls. At
land and swim to the raft.
The raft had to pick up the swimmer only one run. Strategy was plotted in normal water levels (3.25), this rapid can
and thennegotiategaten;mbertwo with advance. Some kayakers threw their be dangerous. But at the elevated water
all four people. Gate two was just above paddle into an eddy, some kayakers raced levels we
Nantahala Falls. Once through gate two to get ahead of the raft, some tried to had (about 3.75), a nice tongue opens on
and the Falls, the raft had to be deliber- stash their paddles on the bottom of the the right side of the rapid and it is easy to
ately flipped and swum through gate overturned raft, some rope throwers tossed stay away from the dangerous, sharp
three. Only after passing through gate only one rope, some threw two, some rocks on the left. A gate was hung at the
three could a rope thrower throw one or tried for self rescues. The starters held top of Wesser Falls, not to make it diffitwo ropes to help the raft and its passen- the next team until the previous team cult, but more to show the teams where
gers to shore. All this time, a kayaker had cleared the course. Just about the to enter the rapid. (A wise move by the
time that the exatementof the one rescue competition committee, well applauded
was also on the course. He started 15
seconds behind the raft, ran gate one, was wearing off, here came five new by all the teams.) The spectators were
treated to 80 runs of Wesser Falls, 40 by
had to perform an eskimo rollbetween victims.
Looking back, I think that this the rafts and 40 by the catarafts.
gate one and two, run gate two and then
The final event was at the Nolialso flip, wet exit, and swim through gate event, more than any other brought the
three before being rescued or self-rescu- teams together. Nothing builds a bond chucky on Sunday, a six person downing. The time started when the raft was as quickly as knowing that you all swam river race. The level was about three feet
on the staff gauge. To minimize the
started and ended when bothboats were the same rapid.
binered to a tree on shore, all six memThat night was a quiet one. We impact on recreational boaters and also
bers of the team were holding a pole with had been through four days and had two to help teams unfamiliar with the river,
the race committee started us at 30 secall three raft paddles and the kayak paddle. more to go.
Penalties were assessed for touching gates,
The final two days of competi- ond intervals. In twenty minutes, a string
missinggates, failing toroll, failure toget tion had been scheduled for the Ocoee, of 40 rafts was unleashed upon the river.
the swimmer off the island, losing paddles, but the previous week's flood had taken This way, you could always see some
etc. Pandemonium. Some of the best care of that. With the Ocoee closed to us, rafts in front of you. We were doing
65
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Rafters negotiate slalom gate on Wesser Falls section on Nantahala.

quite well until Quarter Mile Rapid.
At thisleve1,a safe, fast, straight
line opens up down the right side of the
rapid. It is a little hard to read it for a first
timeboater, so the committee stationed a
sentry on a strategic rock. Not only did
this sentry wave and point us to the
correct entrance point, but he had taken
some extra raft paddles and laid out a
giant arrow on the face of the rock,
pointing right. But, our captain, seeing
faster water down the middle ignored
the signals. (Maybe he had gotten too
cocky after our runs at the "Bull".) We
barreled down the middle, hit a rock,
spun hard and slammed into a kayaker
sitting in an eddy. One of our team fell
out. We pushed off. Our team member
jumped back in. The kayaker was now
pinned bow and stern, head up in a mild
current. We left him. We headed straight
for an infamous hole known as ''Hungry
Jack". We hit the hole and filled com-

pletely up with water but we did make i
through. Now, heavy and totally out o
control, we could not make the righ
hand turnabove the copper-coloredroc1
and slid off to the left and towards a slo
known as "The Death Slot". Luckily
there was enough water that we slic
through, losing another crew member
He swam back to the raft and climbed il
just as we cleared the bottom ledge i~
Quarter Mile. I found the sentry after thc
race. He remembered us quite well. Thl
kayaker eventually freed himself.
Ours was clearly the worst run of thc
day, so every else had a safe time.
We loaded up one last time fo
a long ride back to the Nantahala Out
door Center for the closing ceremonies
The Jack Daniels Bluegrass Banc
provided the music. The Jack Daniel
Champion Pig Cookers provided you
know-what. The competitors provide(
the energy. The week's results werc

announced. New Zealand finished in
third place, the amazing, all-women
Amazonskis were second, and a Soviet
team from Gorky won for the second
year in a row. Even though Gorky finished in
the top three in only one event, they
never finished out of the top ten all week
long and their consistency won the overall title for them.
Flags flew and waved and at
one point, I found myself draped in the
Hammer and Sickle. So did others. Joe
McCarthy didn't just turn over in his
grave. He was spinning like a top.
Cards were exchanged, good
byes were said. The evening wound
downwith theannouncement that Costa
Rica in concert with project RAFT will
host the next games in September, 1991.
Rafael Gallo accepted the honor on behalf of his country and said "Compared
to the Soviet Union and the United States,
Costa Rica is a small country. But it has
a big heart. We hope you all can come
and participate in 1991 in WARM water."
The Soviet all-women's team
had shared a bus all week with an allwomen's US team. They closed the event
by singing a bilingual version of Carole
King's song:
'You just call out my name and
you know wherever I am
I'll come running to see you
again.
Winter, spring, summer, or fall,
all you have to do is call
And I'll be there. You've got a friend."
History teaches us that technology and large engines of destruction will
prevail in most armed conflicts. Nantahala '90 showed me that peace can be
won one smile, one handshake, one hug,
one friendship at a time.
'You've got a friend."
As river runners, we have all surfed
that one big, exhilarating wave.
We get on, feeling the power beneath
and around us, balancing those powers
with our own bodies and skill, adding
some of our own power, staying in concert with the forces around us. The organizers, the volunteers, the spectators,
the participants, we all jumped aboard
Nantahala '90. We felt its power. We
added something of our own. It's over
now. We're in the eddy. Just like river
surfing, I can still feel some of the wave
even though I'm in the eddy. I'm high.
I'm content.
'You've got a friend."

Be a slave to fashion

Order your gear here
T-shirts, AWA logo: short sleeve (S,M) long sleeve (M,L,XL)
T-shirts, Bold New Look: short sleeve (M,L,XL) long sleeve (M,L,XL)
AWA River Caps
AWA Embroidered Patches
AWA Waterproof Decals

total

S~ZS

8.00/12.00
8.0011 2.00
8.00
1.OO

.50

I

total order

I

I

mail check to AWA, PO Box 329, Phoenicia, NY 12464--please add 2.50 postage for shirts and hats

Don't be sticky...
The AWA is fighting to save our whitewater
resources. You can help. Your$l5membership
fee is funneled directly into our effectiveriver
conservation actions. Plus--every member receives a subscription to American
W hitewater...the best semi-professionalwhitewater magazine in the world!

I

Join the AWA today and receive American Whitewater at home
Yes, I want to join the AWA and receive a subscription to American Whitewater. I've enclosed my tax-deductable
contribution of $15 ($18 Canada, $25 overseas) to help conserve our whitewater resources andpromote river safety.
Name:
Address:
Mail to AWA, 146 N. Brockway, Palatine, IL 60067
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Contact: Joe Greiner, AWA (919-8344172) and MacThornton(202-543-4923)

Denver.
Contact Ric Alesch, AWA (303-985-8620)

25. South Platte River, Colorado
20. Green River, North Carolina
Issue: Continue releases on weekends. Issue: Possible construction of Two Forks
Current Status: Risa Callaway is asking Dam
Duke Power to continue with the release CurrentStatus:EPA has vetoed the origipattern currently in effect even after the nal project, but the Denver Water Board
is now pushing a one-half size Two Forks
aged power plant is rebuilt.
Contact: Risa Callaway, AWA (704-750- Project.
Contact: Ric Alesch, AWA (303-985-8620)
9134)
21. Little River, Alabama
Issue: Possible designation as a new
National Park or Wild and Scenic River.
Current Status: Prospects look good.
AWA Regional Coordinator, Ken Burst is
working on a brochure. The Parks Service is now studying the area. RE1made a
$1,000 grant to Friends of the Little River
to help out.
Contact: Ken Burst, AWAlFriends of the
Little River (205-977-5063)
22. Ontonangon, Manistee, Paint, and
Brule Rivers; Michigan
Issue: Possible wild and scenic designation (also hydroelectricrelicensing at the
Ontonagon)
Current status: Legislation to designate
these whitewater rivers as well as several other rivers in Michigan in a single
omnibus bill pending in both the House
and Senate since early 1990. is stalled
although the Forest Service supports designation. Private landowners near some
rivers have been stirred up by Charles
Chushman of the National Inholders
Association to fight the bills. Meanwhile
AWA and American Rivers are pushing
the Upper Peninsula Power Company's
to comply with Federal law in relicensing
the Bond Falls Project
Contact Matt Huntington, American Rivers
202-547-6900)
23. Pine River, Wisconsin
Issue: Hydroelectric relicensing
Current status: Boaters and river conservations are trying to improve the recreational opportunities at the Pine River in
the FERC relicesning process. Dam
removal is an option at this point.
Contact: Bill Beverly, Sierra Club (414962-2294)
24. Clear Creek, Colorado
Issue: New dam under consideration.
Current Status: The Colorado Water
Resources Agency is studying a new
water supply dam which would affect this
popular whitewater run just northwest of

26. Arkansas River, Colorado
Issue: Possible dam, possible river allocation changes
Current Status:Although the whitewater
run is now under State management,
nothing in the plan prevents dam construction. Meanwhile, there are rumblings
that the new management plan may come
unglued and that private-commercial allocations will be revised, just l year after
finalizing the plan.
Contact: Ric Alesch, AWA (303-985-8620)
27. Clarks Fork, Wyoming
lssue: Possible wild, scenic designation.
Current Status: Bills are pending in both
the House and Senate to designate the
20.5 miles of the Clarks Fork (a trib of the
Yellowstone) as a national wild and scenic river, but both are hung up over water
rights issues.
Contact: Kevin Coyle, American Rivers
(202-547-6900)
28. Rio Chama, New Mexico
Issue: Effect of new management plan
on private boaters
Current Status: Ric Alesh has submitted
extensive comments to Santa Fe National Forest regarding the new management plan to improve its effect on private
boaters. Major issues are over-regulation of private boaters and fairness in the
use allocations between private and
commercial users.
Contact: Ric Alesh, AWA (303-985-8620)

29. Colorado River (Westwater Canyon), Utah
Issue: Possible wild, scenic designation
Current status: U.S. Senate bill S. 1719,
introducedby Senator Garn and Senator
Hatch, both of Utah would designate this
famous river segment as a national wild
and scenic river. The river is already
within a wilderness area, but conservationists would like to see it in the national
wild and scenic rivers system anyway
since it is such a prestigous river area.
Upstream water rights issues in Colo-

rado may derail the bill.
Contact: Kevin Coyle, American Rivers
(202-547-6900)
30. Colorado River, Arizona
1ssue:Damagetothe environmentdownstream of Glen Canyon Dam
Current Status: AWA has joined with
numerous other river groups and environmental organizations to back legislation requiring that management of flows
from Glen Canyon Dam be changed to
reduce environmental damage downstream in the Grand Canyon. Bills are
pending in both the US. House (H.R.4498)
and Senate (S.2807)
Contact: Kevin Coyle, American Rivers
(202-547-6900)
31. Bruneau-Jarbridge and Owyhee
Rivers, ldaho & Oregon
lssue: A proposed 1,500,000 acre Air
Force bombing range would close down
part of the area and bomb hell out the
environment.
Current Status: Numerous national and
local groups are opposing the Air Force
plans, but the outcome is still uncertain.
Contact: Wendy Wilson, Northern Rockies River Project (208-343-7481)
32. Boise River (North and Middle
Forks), ldaho
Issue: Possible Twin Springs Hydro
development.
Current Status: ldaho Water Resources
Board added these rivers to its interim
protected rivers system to study the
possibility of State protection from dams,
but no Federal protection is currently
being sought.
Contact: Wendy Wilson, Northern Rockies River Project (208-343-7481)

33. Payette River, ldaho
Issue: Possible hydropower development,
GEM project.
Current Status: Financial backers have
changed from the potato magnate to an
out-of-State company and the project
design is changing too, but the project-in another form--is still on the table and
would dewater 17 miles of the most challenging whitewater in the world. Wendy
Wilson and a coalition of many ldaho
groups is fighting the project at the State
level.
Contact: Wendy Wilson, Northern Rockies River Project (208-343-7481)
34. Elwha River, Washington
Issue: Removal of existing hydro dams
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Current Status: Numerous environmental
groups are asking that 2 existing hydropower dams on this fabulous whitewater
river be removed. If successful, this would
set an exciting national precedent which
might be followed elsewhere.
Contact: Carol Volk, AWA (206-876-6780)
35. lcicle Creek, Washington
Issue: Subdivisions, new roads, and
other scenic degradation
Current Status: River Network, headquartered in Oregon, has formed the
lcicle Canyon Coalition to support
U.S.Forest Service purchase of threatened private lands in lcicle Creek Canyon, and is purchasing several large blocs
of land itself.
Contact:Phil Wallin, River Network (503241-3506)
36. Klamath River, Oregon
Issue: Possible hydropower development

(Salt Caves Project)
Current Status: FERC wants to issue a
license for a diversion and tunnel without
a new dam, the City of Klamath Falls
continues to push ahead, numerous
environmental groups plan to fight the

project on all fronts. Wild and Scenic
status is still a possibility.
Contact: Bob Doppelt, Oregon Rivers
Council
37. McCloud River, California
Issue: Possible national wild and scenic
status
Current Status: The U.S. Forest Service
is recommending 24 miles of the upper
river for wild and scenic status, but leaving out 23 miles of the lower McCloud to
allow for logging and hydro development.
River conservation groups are outraged
and asking for inclusion of the entire 47.6
miles from Curtis Meadows to Shasta
Reservoir.
Contact: F.O.R. (916-442-3155)

38. American River, California
Issue: Possible construction of Auburn
Dam
Current Status: The Auburn Dam proposal is still alive, but conse~ationists
are backing an alternative river-based
national recreation area (like West Virginia's Gauley River NRA). A BLM report
is due out soon (fall of 1990). Construction of a multi-purpose Auburn Dam would

destroy 48 miles of the North and Middle
Forks of the American as well as divert
water from the Lower American.
Contact: Bea Cooley, American River
Coalition (916-448-1045)
39. Merced River, California
Issue: Possible wild and scenic protection for Lower Merced
Current Status: Bills are in progress in
both the U.S.House and Senate todesignate 8 miles of the Lower Merced as Wild
and Scenic. This would be in addition to
the existing 71 miles on the main stem
and 43 miles on the South Fork added
last Congress.
Contact: F.O.R. (916-442-3155)

40. Sixmile River, Alaska
Issue: Damage due to placer and dredge
mining for gold. Possible land development for housing.
Current Status: Jack Hession and the
Knik Canoe and Kayak Club are working
to halt the damage and to try for wild and
scenic protection. RE1made a $500grant
to help out.
Contact:JackHession, AWAISierra Club
(907-276-4048)

AWA National Whitewater River lnventory
New 1990 edition updated to include:
Order vour 1
.River maps for all U.S. whitewater rivers
.Revised list of each whitewater river nationwide
copy tdday!
-Includes mileage, access points and whitewater rating

1

Printed copies available for $15 from AWA WhitewaterInventory, 136- 13th St., SE, Washington, D.C. 20003.
Also available for $7 on 5 1/4 inch floppy disc (requires IBM or ISM compatible computer with a hard drive and dBase 111

Please send me

printed copies of the AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory at $15 each.
Total of S

Please send me

copies of the AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory on floppy discs in dbase Ill at $7 each.
Total of S
Enclosed is S

Name:
Street Address:
City:
State and Zip:
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By GARY CARLSON

I saw the first sign in .
the form of a spray-painted
Colorado...riding Miller's
message in foot-high crude
shuttle out of the Big
letters on the back of an Ohi- ..
opyle outhouse:
"JESSE LIVES!" . .'
During the ensu- - :!
::r
Jerry Glanville even left
ing month, reports of sub- ::i:
sequent sightings came to ..
my attention:
The truth of the matter is,
While sharing the
whitewater boating has never had a
bottom of a bottle around a camp- .
myth to call its own. There are so
. .
fire beside a North Carolina river, a be- ... '
many bizarre paddlers who have atsotted paddler belched once and con- or certain seam. In any event, if he didn't tempted so many ridiculously insane
fided to me: 'Yeah, I paddled with the make it...where's the body?
stunts that we've never had a single perdude just a little while ago. He did a
Doesn't seem a little mysterious son stand head-and-shoulders above the
righteous mystery move...and then he that his boat and paddle flushed free crowd.
never came up."
To qualify as a legend, a padafter just half an hour--but never a sign of
A friend from Canada wrote Jesse? What could have happened?
dler would need to be a certified looney
me an incredulous letter: 'We were scoutA group of paddlers from Pitts- or a boater with a vision not readily
inga major drop on the fifth day of a self- burgh speculated that the force of the apparent to the rest of the whitewater
contained, first-descent of a river falling pounding water actually atomized the community now or in the next 100 years.
off the Laurentian Shield when out of moleculesof Jesse's body--spreading the Which criteria motivated Jesse's audanowhere this solitary C-boater rounds essence of Jesse's spirit through free- cious act...who cares?
the bend andcruises straight through the flowing water everywhere.
rapid. At the bottom of the drop he twirled
As for myself, I've got my own
Now, that's a pleasant thoughthis paddle once and disappeared out of -but it sounds a little flaky to me. Next theories regarding Jesse's disappearance.
sight."
Anyone familiar with folklore
thing you know, those people will shave
And finally, a Sobek guide, just their heads, don saffron robes and sell of the Falls knows the legend of the
back from the Zambezi, called me collect vials of "Jesse water" at airports.
"Maid of the Mist." To appease certain
to relate the following incident:
Another theory attributes Jesse's spirits-the story goes-native Indians sac"A couple of us were hanging survival to the high level of dioxins found rificed their most beautiful virgin by send'round the falls (Victoria Falls, of course) in theNiagara River. The toxic chemicals ing her over the Falls in a canoe.
drinkingsimba beer when we noticed an preserved Jesse in a state of suspended
The legend was captured on
objectpLmmet over t h e e d g e . ~first
t we animation until he revived-a little worse canvas by an early American painter. I
figured it was a log--or maybe a croc that for wear. He'll next appear in the Japa- can't recall his name, but I vividly rewas swept too far downstream--but then nese horror movie: "The C-Boater that member his work: the maiden standing
we saw-a C-boater paddle out of the Ate Buffalo."
in thebow of theopencanoepoisedatthe
foam pile at the bottom. Who is this guy,
And still another explanation brink of the Falls, clothed in white buckanyway?"
claims that Jesse was recycled in the hole skin, her raven hair strewn by the wind,
Well, the Sobek guide can be at the base of the Falls for three days. But foam licking over the prow of the boat.
excused for not knowing-about Jesse. on the third day he rose from the hole,
But the most striking feature of
He's been in darkest Africa for nearly a walked across the water to shore, and set the painting was the expression on the
don't read forth to enlighten the world on the vir- maiden's face. She appeared utterly calmyear-and most raft guides
newspapers, anyway. But every other tures of C-boating.
-completely devoid of fear-like she knew
paddler in the western hemisphere has
Disciples of this sect now exclu- something that none of the rest of us
heard about the legend of Jesse--white- sively paddle C-boats and abstain from (except for Jesse) will ever share.
water's version of John Henry.
I like to think, if the maiden had
drugs, sex and alcohol. I suspect this
group will not receive much support a paddle--she would have been twirling
Everytime I buy groceries, I read from the whitewater community.
it.
that Elvis and JFK are still alive--so why
And I also like to think that
not Jesse?
Regardless how Jesse escaped wherever Jesse surfaced, he found the
Plungingovera 180-foot water- the awesome hydraulic at the base of the maiden, preserved and nurtured by the
fall doesn't necessarily have to be fatal. Falls, reports of his presence are spread- spray and waiting for a little company.
Daredevils in barrels d o it all the time. A ing across the nation: he was seendrying By Gary Carlson, a legend in his own
young girl once swam the falls--and poly pro
at
California mind, but who has never had a maiden
survived. Maybe Jesse saw a special line laundramat...scamming trip beer from wait for him.

Ithe.
drop
the

water ...
Phil DeRiemer,Siete
Tazas, Rio Claro.Chile.
Photo by Lars Holbek.
Kayak by Perception.
1110 PowdersvilleRoad,
Easley,South Carolina 29640.
(803) 859-7518
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